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ABBREVIATIONS 
A : cross-sectional area, ft
2
 
a : coefficient 
B : formation volume factor, RB/STB 
b : coefficient 
CA : Dietz shape factor for single well drainage area, dimensionless 
cf : effective formation or rock compressibility, psi
-1
  
ci : i-th coefficient in expansion of pressure, psi 
co : oil compressibility, psi
-1
  
ct : total system compressibility, psi
-1
  
cte : effective saturation weighted compressibility, psi
-1
  
Cw : wellbore storage coefficient, RB/psi 
cw : water compressibility, psi
-1
  
h : thickness of reservoir zone, ft 
HTR : Horner Time Ratio 
i : index integer, dimensionless 
J : productivity index, STB/D/psi 
k : permeability, md 
L : side length, ft  
m : slope of MTR line, psi/log cycle  
LTR : Late Time Region  
MBH : Matthews-Brons-Hazebroek 
MTR : Middle Time Region 
N : oil in place, STB 
Np : cumulative oil production, STB 
OIP : oil in place, STB  
PI : Productivity Index 
PSS : Pseudosteady State 
p  : average reservoir pressure within the drainage area, psi 
rp  : average pressure in whole reservoir, psi 
p* : pressure extrapolated on middle time line to infinite shut-in time, psi 
pext : extrapolated datum reservoir pressure, psi 
pi : initial reservoir pressure, psi 
pMBHD : Matthews-Brons-Hazebroek pressure function, dimensionless 
pwf : flowing bottomhole pressure, psi 
pws : shut-in bottomhole pressure, psi 
∆p : pressure change or pressure drop, psi 
q : oil flow rate, STB/D 
qsc : surface production rate, STB/D 
RFT : Repeat Formation Tester 
re : external drainage radius, ft 
Ri : i-th residual, psi/hr 
rw : wellbore radius, ft 
s : skin factor, dimensionless 
STB/D : stock tank barrel per day 
  
x 
Swc : connate water or irreducible water saturation, fraction 
t : elapsed time, hour 
tp : producing time, hour 
tpAD : producing time with drainage area used as a basis, dimensionless 
tpss : time to reach pseudosteady state during buildup test, hour 
∆t : buildup time, hour 
V : volume, ft
3 
γ  : Euler’s constant = 0.5772 
λi  : i-th eigenvalue in pressure series, hr 
-1 
μ  : oil viscosity, cp 
δ  : delta function, dimensionless 
τ  : variable of integration time, dimensionless 
  : porosity, fraction 
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INVESTIGATION OF METHODS FOR ESTIMATING                           
AVERAGE RESERVOIR PRESSURE 
SUMMARY 
This thesis focuses on investigation of methods for estimating average reservoir 
pressure. Estimation of average reservoir pressure is important tool to determine 
reservoir performance. Another major use is of course prediction of future reservoir 
behavior in primary or secondary recovery and pressure maintenance projects. These 
aspects play major role in use of average reservoir pressure in the reservoir 
engineering discipline.   
Average reservoir pressure is a volumetric weighted function of the pressure in the 
whole reservoir, which can be estimated employing either buildup, or drawdown test 
acquiring pressure responses during time of well test duration. There are many 
different ways to obtain average reservoir pressure, they range from simple solutions 
to complex analytical methods. Primary division of average reservoir pressure 
estimation methods are done due to type of test applied, either buildup or drawdown 
test. Buildup test methods can be subdivided into middle time and late time region 
methods. Middle time region methods are applied using buildup pressure response in 
radial flow period, whereas late time region methods works on boundary encountered 
times of pressure buildup. Single drawdown test method of estimating average 
reservoir pressure is presented in this work, which Agarwal newly introduces. 
Part of discussion is example applications done of course, to apply all the average 
reservoir pressure estimating methods described in this research. First two examples 
show simple case of square shaped reservoir with well located in the center, but the 
shut-in periods are differed in each example with short time and long time buildups. 
Last two examples here describe rectangle shape reservoir with well located off the 
center, again with short term and long term shut-in periods in each case. 
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ORTALAMA REZERVUAR BASINÇ HESAPLAMA                   
YÖNTEMLERİN İNCELENMESİ 
ÖZET 
Tezin konusu ortalama rezervuar basınç hesaplama yöntemlerin incelenmesi olarak 
belirlenmiştir. Ortalama rezervuar basıncının tespiti rezervuar üretim performansını 
belirlemek için önemli bir adımdır. Rezervuarın gelecekteki birincil veya ikincil 
üretim ve basınç davranışlarının belirlenmesi ortalama rezervuar basıncının önemli 
olduğu diğer bir alandır. Ortalama rezervuar basıncının kullanılması bu davranış 
tahminlerinde rezervuar mühendisliği disiplini içinde önemli bir yer alır. 
Ortalama rezervuar basıncı bütün rezervuarın hacim ağırlıklı basınç fonksiyonu olup 
kuyu testleri sırasında basınç yükselim veya azalım testlerinin sonuçlarından 
bulunabilir. Ortalama rezervuar basıncı basit çözümlerle veya karmaşık analitik 
metotlarla çok farklı yollardan hesaplanabilir. Ortalama rezervuar basıncı tahmin 
yöntemleri uygulanan yükselim ve azalım testine göre ikiye ayrılır. Yükselim testi 
yöntemleri kendi içinde orta zaman ve geç zaman periyotları yöntemleri olarak ikiye 
ayrılır. Orta zaman yöntemleri radial akış periyodundaki yükselim testi verileri 
kullanırken geç zaman yöntemlerinde sınır etkisinin görüldüğü veriler kullanılır. Bu 
projede ortalama rezervuar basıncının tayini yükselim testi yöntemleri ve Agarwal’ın 
kısa bir süre önce tanıttığı azalım testi yöntemi sunulmaktadır. 
Proje çerçevesinde bahsedilen ortalama rezervuar basıncı tahmin yöntemleri için 
örnek uygulamaları yapılmıştır. İlk iki örnek geometrisi kare olan ve merkezde kuyu 
bulunan ancak kapama periyotları birinde kısa diğerinde uzun olan bir örnektir. Son 
iki örnekte ise geometrisi dikdörtgen olan ve kuyunun merkez dışında bulunduğu 
ancak kapama periyotlarının yine birinde kısa diğerinde uzun olduğu uygulamayı 
göstermektedir. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Estimating oil in place is an essential part of reservoir engineering and management 
of field production efficiency. This requires analytical an approach to estimate the 
average reservoir pressure, which is a significant element to obtain a clear picture of 
reservoir performance. Average reservoir pressure is determined by employing either 
buildup or drawdown test acquiring pressure responses during time of test duration. 
Buildup test methods can be divided into middle time and late time region methods 
depending on the pressure transient encountering undamaged zone or reservoir 
boundaries, respectively. On the other hand, drawdown test is run by producing the 
well at a constant flow rate while continuously recording bottomhole pressure. 
This thesis focuses on average reservoir pressure estimation using Matthews-Brons-
Hazebroek (1954), Ramey-Cobb (1971), Modified Muskat (1937), Arps-Smith 
(1949), and recently introduced Crump-Hite (2008) and Agarwal (2010) methods. 
Examination and comparison of each method will be shown in four individual 
example applications to see the effects of short and long time shut-in periods and 
comparison of different reservoir geometries. Discussion of the results is also the part 
to deal with here in this thesis. 
1.1 Purpose of the Thesis 
The purpose of the thesis is to apply six unique methods to estimate average 
reservoir pressure and compare results to discuss the effects of several parameters for 
consistency. These effects are short time, long time shut-in period and comparison of 
simple square shape reservoir with well located in the center and rectangle type 
reservoir with well located off the center. Although, single drawdown Agarwal 
method mentioned here is not affected by shut-in period extension, varied reservoir 
geometry is a parameter to be investigated in the method. Also middle time region 
methods of average pressure estimation are not influenced by long shut-in period 
when radial flow is observed during short times through the buildup test. It is the aim 
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to find out the convenient method of estimating average reservoir pressure examining 
all the affects shown in this thesis. 
1.2 Literature Review 
In 1937, Muskat introduced a technique for finding static pressure from buildup 
curves. His method originally was based on wellbore storage model. This in turn 
brings the oldest method of estimating average reservoir pressure. The technique 
based on trial and error procedure to obtain best straight line in the plot of wspp   
versus t  when guessing true value of p . Later, Larson (1963) revisited Muskat 
method and showed how Muskat’s plot can be applied in homogeneous cylindrical 
reservoir. 
In addition, Muskat method was a fundamental principle for recently introduced 
Crump and Hite (2008) model of estimating average reservoir pressure. It is 
improved in finding applications in heterogeneous reservoirs of any shape using only 
long time buildup data. Since the method belong to late time region methods, this 
does not require any information about reservoir rock and fluid properties. However, 
biggest disadvantage of such methods are the need of long time of shut-in to run the 
buildup test, which is economically not reasonable. 
Arps and Smith (1949) method which is also the part of late region methods since the 
method based on fitting and extrapolating the straight line to late time data, there is 
caution here because data originated in short time period may also lead to straight 
line. Therefore, the restriction period for buildup test should be carefully carried out 
first for late time average pressure estimation techniques.   
Middle time region (MTR) methods require precise information about physical and 
chemical properties of reservoir. They can be listed as Matthews-Brons-Hazebroek 
(1954) which is abbreviated as MBH method, and Ramey-Cobb (1971) methods. 
These techniques involve specific drainage area geometry and well location on it. 
They established on plotting semilog plot of shut-in wellbore pressure versus time, 
then extrapolating and correcting MTR pressure trend. 
We should also mention great works of Horner (1967), Miller et al. (1950) and Dietz 
(1965) which need information on reservoir size and shape properties under 
assumptions of homogeneous properties. Dietz proposed shape factors for several 
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drainage areas, which are used in Ramey-Cobb technique of average pressure 
estimation. Moreover, Horner time ratio is the tool to generate semilog plots in 
middle time region methods in finding p . 
A new method has been recently published by Agarwal in 2010. He presented a 
technique to express the average reservoir pressure as a function of flowing time 
from drawdown pressure response. Direct method of estimation brings an advantage 
for not running the buildup test, which is very sensitive in low permeability reservoir 
formations, which need more time to stabilize in this case. Furthermore, a great 
benefit is caught to estimate oil in place and reserves exploiting flowing data, which 
is the current trend of the industry. 
1.3 Scope of the Thesis 
Estimation of average reservoir pressure is important tool to determine reservoir 
performance. There are many different ways to obtain p , they range from simple 
solutions to complex analytical methods. Pressure transient response used in middle 
times during radial flow require accurate fluid and rock property estimations, 
whereas late time region methods require boundary effects to have occurred to 
estimate p . In Addition, Agarwal method applied to production test history also use 
only pressure responses to find out average pressure. Scope of the thesis mainly 
concentrates on these methods to obtain p in different situations shown on example 
applications. 
In Chapter 2, average reservoir pressure and its use in reservoir engineering 
applications is considered. Moreover, exact definition of p , tools to measure 
average reservoir pressure and its role in reservoir engineering applications are 
explained.  
In Chapter 3, methods of estimating average reservoir pressure are concerned. Main 
division of the methods considered are buildup and drawdown test methods, despite 
the fact that only single method of Agarwal belong to drawdown method of 
estimating p  concerned in this thesis, whereas buildup methods can be classified as 
middle time and late time region techniques. Explanation of each method is taken 
into account and procedure to estimate p using different approaches with the 
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assistance of graphs and tables or even analytical solutions are shown to clearly 
describe each method individually. 
In Chapter 4, application of methods described previously in Chapter 3 is the main 
purpose. Here four different example applications are given to test each method. First 
two examples show simple case of square shaped reservoir with well located in the 
center, but the shut-in periods are differed in each example with short time and long 
time buildups. Last two examples here describe rectangle shape reservoir with well 
located off the center, again with short term and long term shut-in periods in each 
case. 
In Chapter 5, conclusions are made according to example applications examined in 
Chapter 4. Recommendations are presented for future work based on the study given 
in this thesis of estimating average reservoir pressure. 
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2.  AVERAGE PRESSURE AND ITS USE IN RESERVOIR ENGINEERING 
APPLICATIONS 
This chapter focuses on the average pressure and its use in reservoir engineering 
applications. Definition of average reservoir pressure is given and tools to estimate 
(or “measure”) average reservoir pressure are described. First, the definition of 
average reservoir pressure is presented, and then the main role of p in reservoir 
engineering discipline is discussed in this section. 
2.1 Definition of Average Reservoir Pressure 
Throughout the recovering history of oil reservoir the reservoir pressure naturally 
declines due to its limited volume trapped in an appropriate geological structure. This 
pressure drop is required to be obtained regularly as a history of both time and 
production life from the reservoir. The primary use of pressure data is to define fluid 
volume factors for several estimations. Therefore, reservoir pressure should be 
averaged in such a trend to support convenient fluid volume factors from relation of 
fluid properties with pressure. Average reservoir pressure is a volumetric weighted 
function of the pressure in the whole reservoir, for a drainage area with a single well 
volumetric average pressure can be defined as:     
   
 



i
i
i
i
r
V
Vp
p  (2.1) 
where, ip is volumetric average pressure within the i-th drainage area, and Vi is 
drainage volume of the i-th drainage area. Figure 2.1 represents the volumetric 
average pressure concept. It is common to use Eq. 2.1 in terms of flow rates, because 
pore volumes are difficult to obtain in practice, therefore average pressure for 
individual wells can be expressed as: 
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 



i
i
i
i
r
q
qp
p  (2.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 : Volumetric average reservoir pressure, adapted from Tarek (2001). 
Also, the flow rates are evaluated through regular basis during the field recovery 
process, therefore making easier to acquire volumetric average pressure. 
Alternatively, the average pressure can be estimated in terms of average pressure 
drop and flow rates for single well as: 
    
  




i
ii
i
ii
r
dt/p/q
dt/p/qp
p  (2.3) 
It should be noted also that if the reservoir is producing under pseudo-steady state 
condition, each well independently creates its own drainage area in the reservoir 
having no flow boundaries with respect to neighbor wells, as an instance presented 
on Figure 2.1. Therefore, pressure decline rate dp/dt is nearly constant throughout the 
whole reservoir. This reveals to conclusion that average pressure changing at the 
same rate. Average reservoir pressure is fundamentally accepted to be also the 
volumetric average reservoir pressure. This is the pressure to be used when 
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estimating flow calculations (e.g., pore volumes, oil and gas in places) during 
pseudo-steady state flow regime. 
Since dt/pd rate is constant during pseudo-steady state period, it can be found from 
mass conservation as: 
ttancons
cAh
qB
.
dt
pd
t


 6155  
(2.4) 
Performing integral procedures Eq. 2.4 will be in the form of: 

t
t
i dqB
cAh
pp
0
615.5


 (2.5) 
So, in any closed system, average reservoir pressure can be expressed as in Eq. 2.5. 
If the flow rate is constant, then: 
t
i
cAh
qBt
.pp

 6155  
(2.6) 
where, t in this case is in days. This is the final equation obtained for constant flow 
rate, and it yields the true average reservoir pressure when comparing the methods of 
estimating average reservoir pressure in Chapter 4. 
2.2 Tool to “Measure” Average Reservoir Pressure 
The average reservoir pressure is not an observable quantity. One of the tools as an 
instance is Repeat Formation Tester (RFT) which is an open-hole tool proved too 
expensive even if easier in use (Dake, 1994). Hence, well testing has become 
significant here, because the primary purpose of well testing is the determination of 
the well productivity index (J) and the average reservoir pressure. Pressure data is 
recovered from the test using located pressure gauges, then this pressure records are 
analyzed to estimate average reservoir pressure. 
Primary test used to determine average reservoir pressure is accepted to be the 
buildup test. The procedure is to produce and then shut-in the well for certain 
duration. During shut-in, buildup pressure is recorded and then analyzed the buildup 
test schematic is shown on Figure 2.2. Shut-in times vary for several reasons. The 
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reasons are economical and the method used to investigate average reservoir pressure 
during radial or boundary encountered times. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 : Buildup test schematic, adapted from Onur (2008). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 : Drawdown test schematic, adapted from Onur (2008). 
Also, a new method introduced by Agarwal (2010) shows that drawdown pressure 
data can also be applied to perform average pressure estimations as a function of 
flowing time, this will be discussed in Chapter 3. When performing drawdown test, 
well is shut-in first to obtain constant pressure distribution, and then produced with 
appropriate flow rate q. Drawdown test schematic is shown on Figure 2.3.  
It should also be pointed that, in low permeability reservoirs running the buildup test 
is not economically reasonable. This in turn makes the analysts to concentrate on 
drawdown test improvement. However, drawdown tests are also associated with 
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many different problems, such as the difficulty to keep the rate constant during the 
test, operational problems in using wireline pressure bombs in producing rate in oil 
wells, and also many drawdown tests exhibit time dependent skin factors (Onur, 
2008). Nevertheless, the new method proposed by Agarwal (2010) and applied to 
synthetic drawdown test examples in Chapter 4 shows the average pressure 
estimations as a function of flowing time which is a great advantage in the problem 
of estimating p . 
2.3 Use of Average Reservoir Pressure in Reservoir Engineering Applications 
Reservoir engineering is a discipline where the application of scientific principles to 
reservoir problems for development and recovery of oil and gas reservoirs are 
considered. It has also been interpreted as the occupation of improving and 
recovering oil and gas fluids with high economic production. The average reservoir 
pressure is such a parameter that helps predict oil well and reservoir performance, 
which is one of the objectives of a reservoir engineer. 
The use of average reservoir pressure is mainly for determining oil in place as well as 
the productivity index. The tool to obtain these parameters is of course well testing, 
because primary purpose of well testing is the determination of the well productivity 
index and average reservoir pressure. These parameters also used for designing 
tubular and artificial systems (Onur, 2008).  
The ratio of the rate of production, expressed in STB/day for liquid flow, to the 
pressure drawdown at the midpoint of the producing interval, is called the 
productivity index (J), this can be defined by the following equation: 
wfpp
q
J

  
(2.7) 
 
The productivity Index (PI), J, given by Eq. 2.7 is a measure of the well potential or 
the ability of the well to produce, and is a commonly measured well property. To 
calculate J from a production test, it is necessary to flow the well a sufficiently long 
time to reach pseudosteady-state flow. Only during this flow regime will the 
difference between p  and pwf be constant since during pseudosteady-state the 
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pressure changes at every point in the reservoir at the same rate. This is not true for 
the other periods, and a calculation of productivity index during other periods would 
not be accurate. 
In addition, the average reservoir pressure is used to compute rock and fluid 
characteristics that vary as a function of p . Nonetheless, estimation of oil in place 
(OIP) is also accomplished using average reservoir pressure, since during pseudo-
steady state flow dtpd / rate is constant, this can yield to accurate estimation of OIP. 
For example, as to be also discussed in detail in the next chapter, the relationship 
between the average reservoir pressure and cumulative oil production (Np) is dictated 
by the following equation: 
 
Nc
tN
ptp
te
p
i
)(
  (2.8) 
where Np(t) is the cumulative oil produced in STB, and can be expressed as: 
   dqtN
t
scp 
0
)(  (2.9) 
Here, t is the production time (in days) and qsc is surface production rate (in STB/D), 
which normally changes with production time. In Eq. 2.8, N represents the oil in 
place (OIP) in STB, and is given by: 
 
B
SAh
N wc
615.5
1


 (2.10) 
and cte represents the effective, saturation weighted compressibility of the reservoir 
system and is given by: 
 wc
t
te
S
c
c


1
 (2.11) 
where ct is the total compressibility of the reservoir system with connate water (or 
irreducible water) saturation Swc, which is given by: 
  fwwcowct ccScSc  1  (2.12) 
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where co, cw, and cf represent the oil, water and effective formation (or rock) 
compressibilities, respectively. 
Equation 2.8 shows that if we plot the average reservoir pressure vs. cumulative 
production, then we should obtain a straight line with a slope equal to N/cte, from 
which we can estimate the oil in place N.  Determination of the value of N has a 
critical importance for reservoir management decisions to be made. 
Another major use is of course prediction of future reservoir behavior in primary or 
secondary recovery and pressure maintenance projects. These aspects play major role 
in use of average reservoir pressure in the reservoir engineering discipline. Next step 
is to investigate the methods of estimating average reservoir pressure, and this will 
be covered in the following chapter.  
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3.  METHODS OF ESTIMATING AVERAGE RESERVOIR PRESSURE 
3.1 Buildup Methods 
Buildup methods are those which are used to interpret buildup test pressure records. 
These methods can be subdivided into middle time and late time region methods. 
Middle time region methods are applied using buildup pressure response in radial 
flow period, whereas late time region methods works on boundary encountered times 
of pressure buildup. Buildup methods of estimating average reservoir pressure are 
explained in the following sections. 
3.1.1 Middle Time Region Methods 
When the pressure transient response occurred in an undamaged zone, semilog 
straight line is observed of flowing bottom-hole pressure versus shut-in time, this is 
assumed to be middle time region (MTR) of the pressure response. Main advantage 
of middle time region methods is that average reservoir pressure can be calculated 
using only pressure data before the reservoir boundary effects are seen, and therefore 
less time needed to run the well test itself. This is done performing semilog analysis 
of buidup pressure during radial flow period. However, several disadvantages also 
should be pointed out that when determining average pressure, fluid properties 
should be accurately estimated, information about drainage area shape, size and well 
location within drainage area is required, and also need to be somewhat 
computationally involved (Onur, 2010). Average reservoir pressure can be estimated 
form middle time region pressure measurement using MBH and Ramey-Cobb 
methods considered below. 
3.1.1.1 MBH Method 
This middle time region method was developed by Matthews, Brons and Hazebroek 
(1954), therefore called MBH method. This method describes estimating average 
reservoir pressure by using theoretical approach extrapolating pressure (p*) to the 
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certain value of Horner time ratio (HTR) and dimensionless MBH pressure (pMBHD) 
which depends on shape of drainage area and well location on it. Note that: 
t
tt p


RatioTimeHorner  (3.1) 
where, tp is production time before the shut-in and ∆t is buildup time, both in hours. 
Firstly, shut-in pressure versus log of Horner time should be constructed on the 
graph, sample shown on Fig. 3.1. Then, linear trend line should be fitted to radial 
time or the middle time region and extrapolated to the certain value of Horner time 
equal to 1, which indicates “infinite” shut-in time. This intercept will indicate the 
value of p*. Also, it should be pointed out that p* does not have certain meaning, it is 
only used to estimate true average reservoir pressure in MBH method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 : Sample of extrapolated pressure (p*). 
Secondly, dimensionless producing time (tpAD) should be determined from: 
Ac
kt.
t
t
p
pAD


00026370
 (3.2) 
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where, k is permeability (md),  is porosity (fraction), μ is viscosity (cp), ct is total 
compressibility (1/psi), A is drainage area (ft
2
). Next step is to find dimensionless 
MBH pressure (pMBHD), to do this appropriate MBH chart for the drainage area shape 
and well location should be chosen. MBH charts are shown on Figs. 3.2-3.4 for 
square, and rectangles of 2x1 and 4x1 dimensions, respectively. Dimensionless MBH 
pressure (pMBHD) is then found using calculated tpAD and proper MBH chart chosen 
with true well location in drainage area. 
Figure 3.2 : pMBHD for different well locations in a square boundary,  
          taken from Onur (2010). 
Finally, average reservoir pressure can be estimated from:  
 pADMBHD tp
.
m
*pp
3032
  (3.3) 
where, m is a slope of MTR trend line (psi/cycle), as on Fig. 3.1. In addition, if 
producing time tp is much more greater than time to reach pseudosteady state during 
buildup test (tpss), more exact results may be obtained using tpss in terms of tp when 
calculating Horner time ratio and tpAD (Onur, 2010). To summarize, advantages of 
MBH method are that it does not require data beyond middle time region; it applies 
to variety of drainage area shapes and well locations, and it can be used with both 
short and long producing times. Disadvantages, however, are recognized as 
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knowledge of drainage area size, shape and well location on it, and appropriate fluid 
property data requirement.  
Figure 3.3 : pMBHD for different well Locations in a 2x1 rectangular boundary, 
 taken from Onur (2010).  
 
Figure 3.4 : pMBHD for different well locations in a 4x1 rectangular boundary, 
 taken from Onur (2010). 
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3.1.1.2 Ramey-Cobb Method 
This method describes work of Ramey and Cobb (1971) which is also applied for 
middle time region buildup pressure data. Similar to MBH method, semilog graph of 
shut-in pressure versus Horner time as on Fig. 3.1 must be generated and the straight 
line should be fitted to the data points on middle time region during radial flow. 
Consequently, dimensionless producing time needs to be estimated analogues to Eq. 
3.2. Next steps are differed from the MBH method, now to choose proper drainage 
area geometry, this time Dietz (1965) shape factor, CA, must be determined. CA is 
obtained from Table 3.1 depending on shape of drainage area and location of well on 
it. Afterwards, Horner time ratio at average reservoir pressure should be estimated, 
this is done by the following formula: 
pADA
p
pAD
tC
t
tt










 
(3.4) 
Thereafter, linear trend line from Fig. 3.1 is extrapolated to average HTR and 
corresponding value of average reservoir pressure can be acquired.  
Describing Ramey-Cobb method, similar restriction properties are seen, for 
advantage side it can be stated for application to numerous types of drainage areas 
with different well positions on it. Of course, since the Ramey-Cobb method belongs 
to MTR period type of average pressure estimation method, data of pressure buildup 
needed only in middle times, this in turn decrease the time spent to well test. 
Nevertheless, disadvantages appear as determining sure type of drainage area needed 
to determine Dietz shape factor. Furthermore, fluid properties data require to be 
accurately obtained. And also, producing time need to be long enough to achieve 
pseudosteady state period (Onur, 2010).  
Summarizing middle time region methods, both MBH and Ramey-Cobb methods 
based on extrapolation and correction of MTR pressure response. Then, using similar 
techniques average reservoir pressure is estimated for different types of drainage 
areas. 
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Table 3.1: Dietz shape factor (CA) for numerous shapes of drainage area and location  
   of well, (Earlougher, 1977). 
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3.1.2 Late Time Region Methods 
The period when the pressure transient response deviates from flow-test curve 
straight line obtained in middle time region, due to reservoir boundaries reached, 
interference effects of alternative producing wells or significant change in reservoir 
properties is called late time region (LTR). LTR methods can be listed as Modified 
Muskat (1963), Arps-Smith (1949) and recently published Crump-Hite (2008) 
method. All these methods are established on extrapolation of post-MTR pressure 
trend to infinite shut-in time (Onur, 2010). There is also application restriction for 
Modified Muskat and Arps-Smith methods are valid only for approximate build up 
time, ∆t (hrs), such that: 
k
rc
t
k
rc etet
22 750250 


 (3.5) 
where, re is an external drainage radius (ft). Therefore, late time data are needed to 
estimate average reservoir pressure by these techniques. 
The Crump and Hite (2008) method for estimating average reservoir pressure is 
based on an improved method using the ideas of Muskat method for long buildup 
pressure data.  
They show that the solution of buildup pressure at a well can be given by the 
following infinite series solution expressed in terms of coefficients and eigenvalues 
as: 
  t
i
iws
iecptp



 
1
 (3.6) 
where pws(t) represents buildup pressure recorded during buildup at buildup time t, 
ci is the coefficient, and i is the eigenvalue associated with the coefficient ci. They 
indicate that the eigenvalues i increase in magnitude as i increases, and hence for 
large values of shut-in time t, the series in Eq. 3.6 can be well approximated by: 
  tws ecptp
 11

 (3.7) 
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Performing time derivative of Eq. 3.6 gives: 
  t
i
ii
ws iec
td
tdp 




 
1
 (3.8) 
As the eigenvalues i increase in magnitude as i increases, and hence for large values 
of shut-in time t, the series in Eq. 3.8 may be approximated by: 
  tws ec
td
tdp 


1
11
  (3.9) 
In addition, advantages and disadvantages for late time rather than middle time 
region methods are oppositely related. Subsequently, no need for accurate fluid 
property calculations required in these methods. Moreover, drainage area geometry, 
size and well position within drainage area are no more necessary. Besides, LTR 
methods tend to be very simple to operate (Onur, 2010). Only, disadvantage is that 
these techniques use only buildup pressure data in post-MTR period, therefore much 
more time required to run the well test. 
3.1.2.1 Modified Muskat Method 
Originally, method derived by Morris Muskat (1937), later reexamined by Larson 
(1963) is now available as modified Muskat method. This technique is based on trial-
and-error procedure by guessing true value of average reservoir pressure in order to 
get straight line of plot ln[  tpp ws  ] versus t  with chosen before proper value of 
p . In the beginning, Muskat method was defined as in the following equation: 
  tws ecptp
 11  (3.10) 
where, c1 and λ1 are constants. And afterwards taking natural logarithm of both sides 
equation reduces to: 
     tctpp ws  11lnln   (3.11) 
Therefore, making semilog plot ln[  tpp ws  ] versus t will be expecting straight 
line iterating appropriate value of average reservoir pressure. When doing the 
procedure to obtain straight line, if curve concave downward then assumed pressure 
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is considered too low, consequently, if curve concave upward then assumed pressure 
is considered too high. Doing this procedure and trying different values for p  until 
log[  tpp ws  ] will become straight line. Graphical example is represented on 
Figure 3.5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 : Example representation of estimating average pressure 
  using modified Muskat method, taken from Onur (2010). 
Modified Muskat method is very simple to apply, however this technique is 
inefficient to use because it is based on an iterative methods of estimating average 
reservoir pressure. Furthermore, the question rise of which data points should be 
tried to obtain straight line in the graph. It is also very sensitive to calculations that 
are too low rather than to calculations that are too high and it is not so easily 
automated as a result (Onur, 2010). 
3.2.2 Arps-Smith Method 
Arps and Smith method for estimation average pressure is in fact based on 
combining Eqs. 3.7 and 3.9. It means that when Eq. 3.7 applies we can rewrite it as: 
  tws ectpp
 11

 (3.12) 
Using Eq. 3.12 in the right-hand side of Eq. 3.9 gives: 
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      tpptpp
td
tdp
wsws
ws 


111   (3.13) 
or simply  
   tpp
td
tdp
ws
ws 


11   (3.14) 
So, Eq. 3.14 indicates that a plot of dpws/dt versus pws will yield a straight line with 
a slope equal to –1 and then intercept at dpws/dt = 0, equal to p . So, this Arps and 
Smith procedure eliminates the trial-and-error procedure required by the Muskat 
method, but requires that one should construct the derivatives of buildup pressures by 
a numerical differentiation. We can use Bourdet et al. three point formula for 
computing buildup pressure derivatives or simply use Ecrin (2005) software to obtain 
these derivatives. Note that the Bourdet derivative as given by: 
   
td
tdp
t
td
tdp wsws





ln
 (3.15) 
So from which we can compute dpws/dt as: 
   
td
tdp
ttd
tdp wsws






ln
1
 (3.16) 
We may also write our own derivative routine based on the following formula: 
 
  


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




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i







 (3.17) 
where 
iwsiwsi ppp ,1,1    (3.18) 
1,,  iwsiwsi ppp  (3.19) 
iii ttt   11  (3.20) 
1 iii ttt  (3.21) 
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3.2.3 Crump-Hite Method 
Crump-Hite method should be more accurate than the Muskat and Arps-Smith 
methods because Crump and Hite uses a more general solution for estimating 
average pressure, however their method is more extensive requiring constructing at 
least three plots and also requires one to generate buildup pressure-derivative data, as 
explained below:  
Crump-Hite method is based on the recursive use of the more general equation given 
by Eq. 3.8. Their method is based on the following steps: 
Step 1: Make a plot of ln(dpws/dt) vs. t. For large values of time, we expect to 
have a straight line with a slope equal to –1 and intercept (@t =0 equal to ln(c11).  
Then, we can determine the value of coefficient c1 from: 
 
1
1
11


cln
e
c  (3.22) 
Step 2: Make a second plot. This second one is a plot of 







 tws ec
td
dp
1
11ln
  vs. t. 
For large values of time, we expect to have a straight line with a slope equal to –2 
and intercept (@t =0 equal to ln(c22).  Then, we can determine the value of 
coefficient c2 from: 
 
2
ln
2
22

c
e
c   (3.23) 
Note that Crump and Hite refer to 







 tws ec
td
dp
1
11
  as the residual 1 and denoted 
by R1, i.e., 
  tws ec
td
dp
tR


 1111
  (3.24) 
So, in Step 2, we actually make a plot of ln(R1) vs. t using the values of c1 and 1 
determined in Step 1.  
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Step 3: Make a third plot based on the residual 2, R2, defined by 
    tectRtR  22212
  (3.25) 
using the values of c2 and 2 determined in Step 2. Then make a plot of ln(R2) vs. t 
which we expect it to yield a straight line at large values of t with slope equal to –3 
and intercept equal to ln(c33). Then, determine the value of c3 from: 
 
3
ln
3
33

c
e
c   (3.26) 
Step 4 (last plotting step hopefully): Make a third plot based on the residual 3, R3, 
defined by 
    tectRtR  33323
  (3.27) 
using the values of c3 and 3 determined in Step 3. Then make a plot of ln(R3) vs. t 
which we expect it to yield a straight line at large values of t with slope equal to –4 
and intercept equal to ln(c44). Then, determine the value of c4 from: 
 
4
ln
4
44

c
e
c   (3.28) 
Step 5: From application of Steps 1 through 4, we have the four values of 
coefficients ci and the eigenvalues of i, for i =1,2,3, and 4.  Then, we use the 
following for constructing an extrapolated pressure function, denoted by pext(t) and 
is computed from: 
    


4
1i
t
iwsext
iectptp
  (3.29) 
So, at large times, we expect pext(t) pressure converge to the average pressure,  p  
because the transient part of the extrapolated pressure decays more rapidly than the 
pressure transient itself.  
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3.2 Drawdown Method 
3.2.1 Agarwal Method 
Agarwal (2010) presents a method for direct estimation of average pressure as a 
function of time using the flowing bottomhole well pressures and the rate data. 
Although he considers only constant rate production period because PSS flow (or 
boundary dominated flow) requires a well is produced at a constant rate. However, as 
we will discuss later, this limitation can be removed for oil wells by using a material 
balance time so that the flowing well bottomhole pressures with variable rate history 
can be converted to an equivalent constant-rate bottomhole pressures. 
The main motivation of Agarwal is that a knowledge of the average reservoir 
pressure and its changes as a function of time or cumulative production is essential to 
determine the oil in place to optimize reserves and to track and optimize reservoir 
performance. Although the common practice of determining p  in moderate 
permeability reservoirs has been run pressure buildup tests, in the current economic 
environment, buildup tests are almost non-existent except for very expensive 
exploratory wells. Moreover, time required for a pressure buildup test to reach in low 
permeability reservoirs is prohibitively long. Fortunately, flowing pressures and rate 
data are continually collected from oil and gas wells, though flow rate data may not 
be of good quality. Data quality and quantity are usually good especially from wells 
installed with permanent pressure gauges. 
Agarwal method based on two important observations: First, he considers the 
following simple equations: 
         tptptpptpp wfiwfi   (3.30) 
Eq. 3.30 can be rearranged as: 
         tpptpptptp iwfiwf   (3.31) 
which establishes a relationship between the average reservoir pressure p  and the 
flowing bottom hole pressure  tpwf . So, if we can compute the right hand-side of 
Eq. 3.31, then given values of  tpwf , we can compute p  as a function of flowing 
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bottomhole pressure  tpwf  or as a function of time. Note that throughout this note 
time, t, is in hours. 
For a well producing at a constant production rate in a closed reservoir, we will 
observe a transient flow regime followed by a pseudo-state-state (pss) flow period. If 
we do not encounter any effects of boundaries at the well, and if the wellbore storage 
effects are negligible, then we will observe infinite acting radial flow period for 
which the pressure drop  tpp wfi   can be given by the following equation: 
 




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 (3.32) 
During pss flow period, the pressure drop  tpp wfi   can be given by the following 
equation: 
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(3.33) 
The pressure drop  tppi   in the right-hand side of Eq. 3.31 can be computed from 
the material balance equation, which can be expressed as: 
  t
hAc
Bq
tpp
t
sc
i

23395.0
  
(3.34) 
Or in terms of oil in place, Eq. 3.34 can be rewritten as: 
  t
Nc
q
tpp
te
sc
i
24
  (3.35) 
where N is in STB given by: 
 
B
SAh
N wc
615.5
1


 (3.36) 
As an aside remark, if the flow rate is not constant, we can write the material balance 
equations given by Eqs. 3.34 and 3.35, respectively, as: 
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   tN
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(3.39) 
or 
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  (3.40) 
where Np(t) is the cumulative oil produced in STB, and can be expressed as: 
   dqtN
t
scp 
0
24
1
)(  (3.41) 
Agarwal’s second observation is that during pss flow period, the derivative of Eq. 
3.33 with respect to natural logarithm of time is equal to the right-hand side of the 
material balance equation give by Eq. 3.34 (or Eq. 3.35), that is: 
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So, using Eqs. 3.33 and 3.42 in Eq. 3.31, we can establish the following equation 
during the pss flow for the pressure drop    tptp wf  as: 
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(3.43) 
Or simplifying the above equation gives: 
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or simply we can express Eq. 3.44 as: 
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which will be a constant value given by the right-hand side of Eq. 3.45 during pss 
flow.  
During the transient flow, the equation for the pressure drop    tptp wf  is obtained 
by using Eq. 3.32 and Eq. 3.34 in the right-hand side of Eq. 3.31. This equation will 
indicate that this pressure drop will increase with time.  
So, the Agarwal’s method can be summarized as follows: 
1. Take an initial pressure value pi, and then compute or construct pi-pwf values 
as a function of flowing time, t. 
2. Then compute or generate –dpwf/dlnt values by numerical differentiation of 
the flowing bottom hole-pressures  
3. Then extrapolate the straight line obtained on a plot of –dpwf/dlnt vs. t for 
times –dpwf/dlnt is constant.  
4. Then, subtract –dpwf/dlnt values from pi-pwf to compute the values of 
   tptp wf  vs. t. 
5. Then, use the measured values of pwf as a function of flowing times to 
compute   tp  from the computed values of       tptpptp wfmeasuredwf  ,  
as a function of time.  
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4.  EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS 
In this chapter, we investigate four example applications to estimate average 
reservoir pressure with methods presented previously in Chapter 3. Here shown four 
numerical examples to see the effects of short and long shut-in periods for buildup, 
and applied different reservoir geometry. Ecrin
 
(2005) simulator program is used to 
generate pressure response for the given problems with reservoir and well 
characteristics shown in Table 4.1 and all the pressure data is shown in Appendix A. 
All four examples are forced into 1000 hours of production period and then shut-in to 
run buildup test for 10 hours in first and third example, and for 1000 hours for 
remaining second and fourth example applications. First two example consider 
simple case where square shaped reservoir with well located in the center is taken 
into account. In the third and fourth examples are done with rectangle shaped 
reservoir (2x1) with well location different than in the center of reservoir geometry. 
Note also that average reservoir pressure estimated using Agarwal method requires 
only drawdown pressure response during 1000 hours of production period in all 
example problems. 
Table 4.1: Input fluid and rock property data for example applications. 
, fraction 0.15 
h, ft 30 
ct, psi
-1 
1.0x10
-5 
μ, cp 0.8 
rw, ft 0.35 
S, dimensionless 1 
Cw, rb/psi 0.005 
B, rb/stb 1.03 
k, md 25 
pi, psi 5000 
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4.1 Example Application 1 
The first example problem is done for simple homogeneous isotropic system with 
square shape reservoir side lengths (L) of 3000 feet and well location in the center of 
the given reservoir geometry. Firstly, well is produced for 1000 hours and then shut-
in to obtain buildup test data for shut-in period of 10 hours. Figure 4.1 shows ∆p and 
dp/dlnt versus buildup time to see radial flow period for the given problem.  
 
Figure 4.1 : Delta pressure and pressure derivative responses for Example 1. 
MBH Method: 
Semi-log plot generated on Figure 4.2 using shut-in pressure versus Horner time 
ratio. Using equation of the straight line generated in radial flow period we can 
estimate the properties needed in this method. Firstly, let us calculate permeability 
for the given problem: 
md.
.
...
hm
qB.
k 7324
30239
80031500670670





  
(4.1) 
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Figure 4.2 : Semi-log plot of shut-in pressure versus Horner time for Example 1. 
Next, let us estimate dimensionless production time: 
600
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kt.
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
 (4.2) 
Using this value of tpAD we should find corresponding value of pMBHD by means of 
Figure 3.2. The value for pMBHD is found to be 2.9. Last term we should remind is p* 
which is y-intercept of the straight line generated in Figure 4.2. It is clearly 
understood from the trendline equation that p* = 4815 psi. Thereafter, average 
reservoir pressure is estimated as: 
    psi...tpm*pp pADMBHD 34701922394815   (4.3) 
Ramey-Cobb Method: 
Firstly, Dietz shape factor (CA) for square shaped reservoir with well in the center is 
determined from Table 3.1 as a value of 30.9. Now Horner time ratio at average 
reservoir pressure is calculated as: 
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(4.4) 
Now, simply using equation of trendline found on Figure 4.2, average reservoir 
pressure is calculated as: 
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pAD
34700481566182394815239 

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





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(4.5) 
Modified Muskat Method: 
A semilog plot of ( wspp  ) versus ∆t was generated on Figure 4.3 with 
approximated average pressure values of 4600, 4650, 4700 and 4800 psi. Observing 
Figure 4.3 it is seen that the hard to choose proper straight line between the guessed 
average pressure values of 4800, 4700 and 4650 psi, this is the effect of short time of 
shut-in time to clarify best result. For this instance, as we will see in example 
application 2 all these results are not proper. Therefore, for this case, best straight 
line is chosen through average pressure estimate of 4650 psi as a choice.  
Figure 4.3 : Semi-log plot ( wspp  ) versus ∆t for Example 1. 
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Arps-Smith Method: 
Firstly, buildup pressure derivatives are made and shown in Appendix A, according 
to this data dpws/dt versus dpws was constructed on Figure 4.4. Enlarged view of 
Figure 4.4 is demonstrated on Figure 4.5 shown last points to fit straight line. Then 
using equation of the trendline average reservoir pressure can be estimated from the 
x-intercept as: 
psi../.p 146511758066817   (4.6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 : dpws/dt versus dpws plot for Example 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 : dpws/dt versus dpws plot-2 for Example 1. 
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Crump-Hite Method: 
Natural logarithm of buildup pressure versus buildup time plot is shown on Figure 
4.6. Now let us calculate first eigenvalue and corresponding coefficient using 
equation of straight line. Now we find that –λ1 = –0.1755 from the slope and ln(c1λ1) 
= 2.9603 from the y-intercept, then: 
 
99109
17550
96032
1
1
11
.
.
ee
c
.cln




 (4.7) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 : ln(dpws/d∆t) versus ∆t for Example 1. 
Second step is to generate first residual (R1) this is done by means of Eq. 3.24. Then 
natural logarithm of R1 versus buildup time plot is constructed and shown on Figure 
4.7. Second eigenvalue is then equal to as –λ1 = –1.3321 and ln(c1λ1) = 4.7961 from 
the equation of the trendline on Figure 4.7, so second coefficient is found similarly 
as: 
 
8690
33211
79614
2
2
22
.
.
ee
c
.cln




 (4.8) 
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Figure 4.7 : ln(R1) versus ∆t for Example 1. 
Continuing with second residual, this is found using Eq. 3.25, note that all data for 
residuals are shown in Appendix A. Taking natural logarithm of second residual and 
making plot of ln(R2) versus ∆t shown on Figure 4.8. Similar procedure applied and 
let us find third coefficient straight forward as: 
 
36174
76934
72336
3
3
33
.
.
ee
c
.cln




 (4.9) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8 : ln(R2) versus ∆t for Example 1. 
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Figure 4.9 : ln(R3) versus ∆t for Example 1. 
Now, let us find final residual hopefully, ln(R3) versus ∆t shown on Figure 4.9 by 
means of Eq. 3.27. And final coefficient is calculated as: 
 
87293
61113
2948
4
4
44
.
.
ee
c
.cln




 (4.10) 
All eigenvalues and corresponding coefficients obtained for Example 1 are 
summarized in Table 4.2.  
Table 4.2 : Eigenvalue and corresponding coefficients for Example 1. 
i λi ci 
1 0.1755 109.99 
2 1.3321 90.86 
3 4.7693 174.36 
4 13.611 293.87 
Finally, pext is found from Eq. 3.29 using the results obtained in Table 4.2, resulting 
data also shown in Appendix A. Figure 4.10 shows the resulting plot, and where we 
see the expecting result as pext converges faster than pws, approximately at buildup 
time of 4 hours. Consequently, from the Figure 4.10 we conclude that estimated 
average reservoir pressure is equal to stabilized data at late times that is 4653.7 psi. 
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Figure 4.10 : pws and pext versus ∆t for Example 1. 
Agarwal Method: 
To estimate average reservoir pressure using Agarwal method drawdown pressure 
data is used. Following procedure explained in Chapter 3, when firstly generating pi - 
pwf and, then computed pressure derivative using Eq. 3.17 done by numerical 
differentiation of the flowing bottom hole pressures. Then subtracting two results 
will remain constant result during pseudo-steady state flow period. Resulting data 
shown in Appendix A, plot is generated accordingly and shown Figure 4.11. 
Figure 4.11 : pi - pwf, dpwf /dlnt and p - pwf versus t for Example 1. 
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According to the plot on Figure 4.11, we clearly see the obtained linear relation of 
   tptp wf during PSS flow period. Therefore this is the indication of average 
reservoir pressure to become the function of flowing time. So we can easily find 
average reservoir pressure at the end of the drawdown test, using single value of 
flowing pressure data at the end of 1000 hours of production using also constant 
trendline y-intercept found in Figure 4.11. However, it is also possible to express 
average reservoir pressure variation during the flowing time, using drawdown 
pressure data and equation derived above. Thereafter we can make a plot of average 
reservoir pressure function versus time, which is shown on Figure 4.12. Furthermore, 
using this plot we can extrapolate p to desired flowing time because of linear 
relation gained during PSS. So p at the end of 1000 hours of production can be 
estimated as: 
psi....t.p 64702150001000297501500029750   (4.11) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12 : p versus t for Example 1. 
Summary of the obtained results in Example 1 shown in Table 4.3, middle time 
region and Agarwal methods give a good results compared to true average reservoir 
pressure. However, long time region methods showed unsatisfactory results because 
time of shut-in is not enough to obtain satisfactory results. 
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Table 4.3 : Summary of the obtained results in Example 1. 
Method p , psi Error, % 
MBH 4701.3 0.03 
Ramey-Cobb 4700.3 0.05 
Modified Muskat 4650 1.12 
Arps-Smith 4651.1 1.09 
Crump-Hite 4653.7 1.04 
Agarwal 4702.6 0.00 
True Average Reservoir Pressure 4702.5 
 
4.2 Example Application 2 
The second example application is examined again for simple homogeneous 
isotropic system with square shape reservoir side lengths of 3000 feet and well 
location in the center of the given reservoir geometry, but this time done for long 
period of 1000 hours of shut-in time. Figure 4.13 shows ∆p and dp/dlnt versus 
buildup time to see radial flow period for the given problem. It is also examined that 
buildup pressure reach average reservoir pressure after approximately 300 hours of 
shut-in time. Therefore, after 300 hours buildup pressure start to inconsistent data 
values generated by Ecrin (2005) software, because of this reason it is recommended 
to use data points of buildup pressure response during 300 hours of buildup, which is 
applied in this example application.  
It is important to notice that for middle time region methods of estimating average 
reservoir pressure will remain same as in Example 1, because only varying parameter 
is shut-in time that is not significant comparing two examples. Therefore, average 
reservoir pressure will remain the same as in Example 1 for MBH and Ramey-Cobb 
methods, which were estimated as 4701.3 psi and 4700.3 psi, respectively. And result 
found in Agarwal method also would not change since drawdown time is not varied 
parameter for this technique, previously found p will remain unchanged as 4702.6 
psi. Now we should proceed with remaining methods to investigate the affect of long 
time shut-in period. 
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Figure 4.13 : Delta pressure and pressure derivative responses for Example 2. 
Modified Muskat Method: 
A semilog plot of ( wspp  ) versus ∆t was generated on Figure 4.14 with 
approximated average pressure values of 4700, 4750, 4725 psi. It was observed that 
best straight line is obtained at 4702.6 psi which accepted value of average reservoir 
pressure is found using Modified Muskat method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 : Semi-log plot ( wspp  ) versus ∆t for Example 2. 
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Arps-Smith Method: 
Figure 4.15 shows late times of dpws/dt versus dpws plot. Then using equation of the 
trendline that is fitted to gain best straight line, average reservoir pressure can be 
estimated from the x-intercept as: 
psi../.p 847080283026133   (4.12) 
Figure 4.15 : dpws/dt versus dpws plot for Example 2. 
Crump-Hite Method: 
Similar procedure as in Example 1 done, therefore all the graphs with finding out 
residuals functions are represented on Figs. 4.16-4.19. Investigated eigenvalues and 
coefficients are shown on Table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.16 : ln(dpws/d∆t) versus ∆t for Example 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.17 : ln(R1) versus ∆t for Example 2. 
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Figure 4.18 : ln(R2) versus ∆t for Example 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.19 : ln(R3) versus ∆t for Example 2. 
Table 4.4 : Eigenvalue and corresponding coefficients for Example 2. 
 i λi ln(λici) ci 
1 0.0252 0.8777 95.45 
2 0.1968 2.6113 69.19 
3 0.8886 4.0854 66.92 
4 3.4614 6.1085 129.91 
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Figure 4.20 : pws and pext versus ∆t for Example 2. 
pext is found from Eq. 3.29 using the results obtained in Table 4.3, resulting data also 
shown in Appendix A. Figure 4.20 shows the resulting plot, and where we see the 
expecting result as pext converges stabilizes approximately the same as pws, 
approximately at buildup time of 300 hours. Reason for that as was noticed before is 
long time of shut-in, where as pws already reach average reservoir pressure itself at 
that time of shut-in. Consequently, from the Figure 4.10 we conclude from stabilized 
data that p is equal to 4702.6 psi. 
Table 4.5 shows the summary of the obtained results, all methods represent very 
good results, only Arps-Smith method estimation varied compared to other results, 
but still accepted to be good result. 
Table 4.5 : Summary of the obtained results in Example 2. 
Method p , psi Error, % 
MBH 4701.3 0.03 
Ramey-Cobb 4700.3 0.05 
Modified Muskat 4702.6 0.00 
Arps-Smith 4708.8 0.13 
Crump-Hite 4702.6 0.00 
Agarwal 4702.5 0.00 
True Average Reservoir Pressure 4702.5 
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4.3 Example Application 3 
The third example problem is applied for rectangle shape (2x1) reservoir side lengths 
(L) of 1500 and 3000 feet with well location between the center of the given 
reservoir geometry and one of longest reservoir boundary, shown on Figure 4.21. 
Firstly, well is produced for 1000 hours and then shut-in to obtain buildup test data 
for shut-in period of 10 hours. Figure 4.22 shows ∆p and dp/dlnt versus buildup time 
to see radial flow period for the given problem.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.21 : 2x1 rectangle for Examples 3 and 4. 
 
Figure 4.22 : Delta pressure and pressure derivative responses for Example 3. 
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MBH Method: 
Semi-log plot generated on Figure 4.23 using shut-in pressure versus Horner time 
ratio. Using equation of the straight line generated in radial flow period we can 
estimate the properties needed in this method. Firstly, let us calculate permeability 
for the given problem: 
md.
.
...
hm
qB.
k 4625
300838
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
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

  
(4.13) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.23 : Semi-log plot of shut-in pressure versus Horner time for Example 3. 
Next, let us estimate dimensionless production time: 
 
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 (4.14) 
Using this value of tpAD we should find corresponding value of pMBHD by means of 
Figure 3.3. The value for pMBHD is found to be 2.6. Last term we should remind is p* 
which is y-intercept of the straight line generated in Figure 4.23. It is clearly 
understood from the trendline equation that p* = 4496.5 psi. Thereafter, average 
reservoir pressure is estimated as: 
    psi....tpm*pp pADMBHD 5439762083854496   (4.15) 
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Ramey-Cobb Method: 
Firstly, Dietz shape factor (CA) for the given reservoir geometry represented on 
Figure 4.21 is determined from Table 3.1 as a value of 10.8. Now Horner time ratio 
at average reservoir pressure is calculated as: 
43.1324.18.10 








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pADA
p
pAD
tC
t
tt
 
(4.16) 
Now, simply using equation of trendline found on Figure 4.23, average reservoir 
pressure is calculated as: 
psi.....
t
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p
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(4.17) 
Modified Muskat Method: 
A semilog plot of ( wspp  ) versus ∆t was generated on Figure 4.24 with 
approximated average pressure values of 4300, 4340, 4350 and 4400 psi. Best 
straight line is obtained as 4340 psi, therefore average reservoir pressure is found to 
be 4340 psi for the given problem.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.24 : Semi-log plot ( wspp  ) versus ∆t for Example 3. 
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Arps-Smith Method: 
Firstly, buildup pressure derivatives are made and shown in Appendix A, according 
to this data dpws/dt versus dpws was constructed on Figure 4.4 shown last points to fit 
straight line. Then using equation of the trendline and average reservoir pressure can 
be estimated from the x-intercept as: 
psi../.p 343401723083747   (4.18) 
Figure 4.25 : dpws/dt versus dpws plot for Example 3. 
Crump-Hite Method: 
Natural logarithm of buildup pressure versus buildup time plot is represented on 
Figure 4.26. And three residual functions are also generated and represented on Figs. 
4.27-4.29. Using these plots eigenvalues and coefficients found and displayed in 
Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6 : Eigenvalue and corresponding coefficients for Example 3. 
i λi ln(λici) ci 
1 0.1725 2.9135 106.79 
2 1.359 4.9758 106.60 
3 6.8749 7.6601 308.65 
4 18.948 7.8361 133.54 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.26 : ln(dpws/d∆t) versus ∆t for Example 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.27 : ln(R1) versus ∆t for Example 3. 
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Figure 4.28 : ln(R2) versus ∆t for Example 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.29 : ln(R3) versus ∆t for Example 3. 
Again, pext is found from Eq. 3.29 using the results obtained in Table 4.4. Figure 4.30 
shows the resulting plot, and where we see the expecting result as pext converges 
faster than pws, approximately at buildup time of 2 hours. Accordingly, from the 
Figure 4.30 we conclude that estimated average reservoir pressure is equal to 
stabilized data at late times which is 4340.7 psi. 
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Figure 4.30 : pws and pext versus ∆t for Example 3. 
Agarwal Method: 
According to the plot on Figure 4.31, we clearly see the obtained linear relation of 
   tptp wf during PSS flow period. Therefore this is the indication of average 
reservoir pressure to become the function of flowing time. So we can easily find 
average reservoir pressure at the end of the drawdown test, using single value of 
flowing pressure data at the end of 1000 hours of production using also constant 
trendline y-intercept found in Figure 4.31. However, it is also possible to express 
average reservoir pressure variation during the flowing time, using drawdown 
pressure data and equation derived above. Thereafter we can make a plot of average 
reservoir pressure function versus time which is shown on Figure 4.32. Furthermore, 
using this plot we can extrapolate p to desired flowing time because of linear 
relation gained during PSS. So p at the end of 1000 hours of production can be 
estimated as: 
psi....t.p 14405949991000594809499959480   (4.19) 
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Figure 4.31 : pi - pwf, dpwf /dlnt and p - pwf versus t for Example 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.32 : p versus t for Example 3. 
Table 4.7 : Summary of the obtained results in Example 3. 
Method p , psi Error, % 
MBH 4397.5 0.17 
Ramey-Cobb 4397.6 0.17 
Modified Muskat 4340 1.48 
Arps-Smith 4340.3 1.47 
Crump-Hite 4340.4 1.47 
Agarwal 4405.1 0.00 
True Average Reservoir Pressure 4405.0 
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4.4 Example Application 4 
The fourth example application is examined for the same geometry as in Example 3, 
but this time done for long period of 1000 hours of shut-in time. Figure 4.33 shows 
∆p and dp/dlnt versus buildup time to see radial flow period for the given problem. It 
is also examined that buildup pressure reach average reservoir pressure after 
approximately 300 hours of shut-in time. Therefore, after 300 hours buildup pressure 
start to inconsistent data values generated by Ecrin
 
(2005) software, because of this 
reason it is recommended to use data points of buildup pressure response during 300 
hours of buildup which is applied in this example application.  
Figure 4.33 : Delta pressure and pressure derivative responses for Example 4. 
It is important to notice that for middle time region methods of estimating average 
reservoir pressure will remain same as in Example 1, because only varying parameter 
is shut-in time which is not significant comparing two examples. Therefore, average 
reservoir pressure will remain the same as in Example 1 for MBH and Ramey-Cobb 
methods, which were estimated as 4701.3 psi and 4700.3 psi, respectively. And also 
result found in Agarwal method also will not change since drawdown time is not 
varied parameter in this case, previously found p will remain unchanged as 4702.6 
psi. Now we should proceed with remaining methods to investigate the affect of long 
time shut-in period. 
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Modified Muskat Method: 
A semilog plot of ( wspp  ) versus ∆t was generated on Figure 4.34 with 
approximated average pressure values of 4375, 4400, 4425 psi. It was observed that 
best straight line is obtained at 4405.17 psi which accepted value of average reservoir 
pressure is found using Modified Muskat method. 
Figure 4.34 : Semi-log plot ( wspp  ) versus ∆t for Example 4. 
Arps-Smith Method: 
Figure 4.35 shows late times of dpws/dt versus dpws plot. Then using equation of the 
trendline that is fitted to gain best straight line, average reservoir pressure can be 
estimated from the x-intercept as: 
psip 67.44130256.0/99.112   (4.20) 
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Figure 4.35 : dpws/dt versus dpws plot for Example 4. 
Crump-Hite Method: 
Similar procedure as in Example 3 done, therefore all the graphs with finding out 
residuals functions are represented on Figs. 4.36-4.39. Investigated eigenvalues and 
coefficients are shown on Table 4.5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.36 : ln(dpws/d∆t) versus ∆t for Example 4. 
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Figure 4.37 : ln(R1) versus ∆t for Example 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.38 : ln(R2) versus ∆t for Example 4. 
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Figure 4.39 : ln(R3) versus ∆t for Example 4. 
Table 4.8 : Eigenvalue and corresponding coefficients for Example 4. 
i λi ln(λici) ci 
1 0.0231 0.5256 73.224 
2 0.0627 1.0077 43.689 
3 0.2688 2.5734 48.774 
4 0.8718 3.954 59.811 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.40 : pws and pext versus ∆t for Example 4. 
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pext is found from Eq. 3.29 using the results obtained in Table 4.5, resulting data also 
shown in Appendix A. Figure 4.20 shows the resulting plot, and where we see the 
expecting result as pext converges stabilizes approximately the same as pws, 
approximately at buildup time of 300 hours. Reason for that as was noticed before is 
long time of shut-in, where as pws already reach average reservoir pressure itself at 
that time of shut-in. Consequently, from the Figure 4.40 we conclude from stabilized 
data that p is equal to 4405.2 psi. 
Table 4.9 : Summary of the obtained results in Example 4. 
Method p , psi Error, % 
MBH 4397.5 0.17 
Ramey-Cobb 4397.6 0.17 
Modified Muskat 4405.17 0.00 
Arps-Smith 4413.7 0.20 
Crump-Hite 4405.2 0.00 
Agarwal 4405.1 0.00 
True Average Reservoir Pressure 4405.0 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The main purpose of this thesis was investigation of methods for estimating average 
reservoir pressure. Consequently, six different methods were analyzed and with short 
and long shut-in times and varied geometry as an instances shown in Chapter 4. 
These investigations now can help reservoir engineer to perform analysis in the 
following situations based on either buildup or drawdown test contributions.  
As a result of the example applications considered, we can come to the following 
conclusions: 
 Agarwal method of estimating average reservoir pressure showed best results 
in all situations, and since this is the single drawdown test application shown 
in this thesis, compared to buildup methods gains an advantage of not 
shutting the well for while performing well test.  
 Also in low permeability reservoirs long time region methods are not 
efficient, since long time shut-in required to reach boundary effects, therefore 
Agarwal method is also a case to be considered. 
 At short time of shut-in period as an expected result late time region methods 
which are Modified Muskat, Arps-Smith and Crump-Hite methods fail to 
gain true value of average reservoir pressure. 
 Change in drainage area geometry and well location within show slight error 
of about 10 psi in middle time regions methods which are MBH and Ramey-
Cobb techniques, however are still accepted to be very good results. 
 Late time region methods which do not require any information about 
drainage area geometry, with varying geometry parameter and well location 
also show very good results. 
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The following recommendations are given: 
 In this work, we assumed homogeneous permeability, and constant rock and 
fluid properties which are significant in middle time region methods; in real 
life situations therefore it is convenient to use late region methods of 
estimating average reservoir pressure. 
 Buildup methods are common in nowadays practice, however drawdown 
methods of estimating average pressure is a good trend to improve, because 
economically reasonable solution is not to shut the well in for buildup test 
purposes. 
 For drawdown method considered by Agarwal in numerical examples indeed 
have shown good results, the problem is in real situations with time 
dependent skin factor which occurs in many drawdown tests. 
 The innovation brought by Agarwal method with average reservoir pressure 
indication as a function of flowing time is a serious advantage could be used 
in performing future well performance. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A. 
Table A.1: Data for Example 1. 
∆t, hr pws, psi ∆p, psi dpws/dln∆t, psi 
dpws/d∆t, 
psi/hr 
R1, psi R2, psi R3, psi pext, psi 
0 4024.22 0 - - - - - 4693.30 
0.01 4064.14 39.92 37.64 3764 3744.73 3625.29 2832.47 4686.31 
0.02 4099.5 75.28 67.06 3353 3333.76 3215.91 2460.00 4679.91 
0.03 4131.2 106.98 90.42 3014 2994.80 2878.50 2157.80 4674.38 
0.04 4159.78 135.56 108.92 2723 2703.83 2589.07 1901.94 4669.72 
0.05 4185.66 161.44 123.425 2468.5 2449.36 2336.13 1681.00 4665.86 
0.06 4209.15 184.93 134.58 2243 2223.90 2112.16 1487.54 4662.70 
0.07 4230.52 206.3 143.08 2044 2024.93 1914.67 1319.14 4660.14 
0.08 4250.03 225.81 149.36 1867 1847.97 1739.16 1171.37 4658.13 
0.09 4267.86 243.64 160.605 1784.5 1765.50 1658.14 1116.79 4656.56 
0.1 4285.72 261.5 179.9 1799 1780.03 1674.09 1157.95 4656.89 
0.11 4303.84 279.62 133.2833 1511.833 1492.90 1388.36 896.26 4659.14 
0.13 4322.07 297.85 157.69 1514.5 1495.63 1393.84 946.51 4649.87 
0.14 4340.23 316.01 168.28 1509 1490.16 1389.72 963.23 4656.09 
0.16 4358.13 333.91 141.44 884 865.23 767.43 379.73 4653.08 
0.18 4375.59 351.37 154.35 857.5 838.80 743.56 391.14 4652.91 
0.2 4392.43 368.21 131.8 720 701.36 608.63 288.27 4654.73 
0.23 4408.54 384.32 144.072 671.1 652.56 563.46 285.81 4652.12 
0.25 4423.75 399.53 147.35 646.4333 627.96 541.20 288.81 4656.85 
0.28 4438.01 413.79 109.96 413.369 394.99 311.64 92.89 4657.67 
0.32 4451.24 427.02 101.84 318.25 300.00 220.97 40.22 4656.22 
0.36 4463.47 439.25 105.435 292.875 274.75 199.82 50.47 4656.48 
0.4 4474.67 450.45 95.42222 246.8444 228.85 157.81 34.39 4657.68 
0.45 4484.94 460.72 80.38636 183.097 165.26 98.80 1.56 4657.50 
0.51 4494.32 470.1 76.415 149.8333 132.18 70.82 -2.21 4656.55 
0.57 4502.92 478.7 72.39 129.3333 111.87 55.22 0.36 4656.59 
0.64 4510.83 486.61 69.62286 108.7857 91.53 39.93 0.64 4656.16 
0.71 4518.15 493.93 62.74625 91.97421 74.93 27.92 -0.21 4656.46 
0.8 4524.97 500.75 55.70526 70.2462 53.47 11.77 -6.54 4655.70 
0.9 4531.38 507.16 53.57143 59.93983 43.46 6.96 -4.41 4655.08 
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Table A.1: (contd) Data for Example 1. 
1.01 4537.47 513.25 52.25652 52.04117 35.87 4.35 -2.38 4654.67 
1.13 4543.28 519.06 49.58962 44.53205 28.70 1.84 -1.96 4654.45 
1.27 4548.88 524.66 46.609 37.1125 21.67 -0.63 -2.58 4654.04 
1.43 4554.29 530.07 46.32333 32.47738 17.46 -0.56 -1.46 4653.58 
1.6 4559.57 535.35 45.14595 28.64261 14.06 -0.30 -0.70 4653.50 
1.8 4564.73 540.51 44.82439 24.94518 10.87 -0.13 -0.29 4653.22 
2.01 4569.78 545.56 43.78304 22.14501 8.58 0.26 0.20 4653.33 
2.26 4574.75 550.53 42.08717 18.75736 5.77 -0.19 -0.21 4653.21 
2.54 4579.65 555.43 41.88847 16.58912 4.23 0.12 0.12 4653.17 
2.85 4584.48 560.26 42.09231 14.84083 3.13 0.42 0.42 4653.22 
3.19 4589.25 565.03 41.4263 13.12003 2.09 0.36 0.36 4653.39 
3.58 4593.96 569.74 40.41518 11.37868 1.08 0.05 0.05 4653.41 
4.02 4598.62 574.4 40.0271 10.02167 0.49 -0.08 -0.08 4653.37 
4.51 4603.22 579 39.72269 8.870972 0.12 -0.17 -0.17 4653.29 
5.06 4607.78 583.56 39.26906 7.820548 -0.12 -0.27 -0.27 4653.15 
5.68 4612.3 588.08 38.93618 6.899129 -0.22 -0.29 -0.29 4652.94 
6.37 4616.76 592.54 38.48 6.089618 -0.22 -0.25 -0.25 4652.74 
7.15 4621.18 596.96 38.09 5.362382 -0.14 -0.15 -0.15 4652.55 
8.02 4625.55 601.33 37.67232 4.733854 0.01 0.01 0.01 4652.47 
9 4629.87 605.65 37.40909 4.161598 0.18 0.18 0.18 4652.54 
10 4633.78 609.56 39.1 - - - - 4652.80 
 
Table A.2: Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 1. 
 
t, hr pwf, psi pi - pwf, psi dpwf/dlnt, psi 
 (pi - pwf) - 
dpwf/dlnt, psi p , psi 
0 5000 0 - - 5678.43 
0.01 4960.08108 39.91891959 37.64152 2.277397 5638.511 
0.02 4924.716954 75.28304579 67.06577 8.217278 5603.147 
0.03 4893.015313 106.9846874 90.43063 16.55406 5571.445 
0.04 4864.429867 135.5701329 108.9238 26.64633 5542.86 
0.05 4838.553413 161.4465871 123.4244 38.02224 5516.983 
0.06 4815.060127 184.9398731 134.6159 50.32397 5493.49 
0.07 4793.681447 206.3185533 143.1288 63.18976 5472.111 
0.08 4774.166187 225.833813 149.3591 76.47468 5452.596 
0.09 4756.341664 243.6583361 153.0821 90.57623 5434.772 
0.100981661 4738.478222 261.5217784 155.9526 105.5692 5416.908 
0.113303287 4720.352867 279.6471331 157.5778 122.0694 5398.783 
0.127128379 4702.114395 297.8856054 157.7311 140.1545 5380.544 
0.142640387 4683.953644 316.0463559 156.2752 159.7712 5362.384 
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Table A.2: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 1. 
0.160045147 4666.051155 333.9488449 153.279 180.6698 5344.481 
0.179573608 4648.581824 351.4181763 148.7243 202.6939 5327.012 
0.201484902 4631.730418 368.2695822 142.8363 225.4333 5310.16 
0.226069779 4615.619857 384.380143 135.7497 248.6304 5294.05 
0.253654464 4600.403791 399.5962089 127.7931 271.8031 5278.834 
0.284604989 4586.129366 413.8706337 119.2349 294.6357 5264.559 
0.31933205 4572.888249 427.1117514 110.4074 316.7043 5251.318 
0.358296453 4560.650924 439.3490759 101.6378 337.7113 5239.081 
0.402015233 4549.433549 450.5664508 93.16427 357.4022 5227.864 
0.45106851 4539.151637 460.848363 85.27419 375.5742 5217.582 
0.506107193 4529.755035 470.2449648 78.06366 392.1813 5208.185 
0.56786161 4521.137079 478.8629208 71.7068 407.1561 5199.567 
0.637151206 4513.207435 486.7925648 66.17375 420.6188 5191.637 
0.714895411 4505.866328 494.1336719 61.50804 432.6256 5184.296 
0.802125844 4499.013377 500.9866233 57.61001 443.3766 5177.443 
0.9 4492.571808 507.4281918 54.42593 453.0023 5171.002 
1.009816609 4486.45364 513.5463597 51.84401 461.7023 5164.884 
1.133032871 4480.607894 519.3921057 49.76696 469.6251 5159.038 
1.27128379 4474.969043 525.0309568 48.10556 476.9254 5153.399 
1.426403873 4469.506693 530.4933066 46.76332 483.73 5147.937 
1.600451469 4464.177589 535.822411 45.68276 490.1397 5142.608 
1.795736083 4458.964596 541.0354036 44.79047 496.2449 5137.395 
2.014849025 4453.841404 546.1585965 44.05482 502.1038 5132.271 
2.260697788 4448.798175 551.2018249 43.42886 507.773 5127.228 
2.536544638 4443.819432 556.1805676 42.89691 513.2837 5122.249 
2.846049894 4438.898963 561.1010374 42.43238 518.6687 5117.329 
3.193320503 4434.027418 565.9725822 42.0276 523.945 5112.457 
3.582964535 4429.200357 570.7996434 41.66855 529.1311 5107.63 
4.020152329 4424.411671 575.5883293 41.35096 534.2374 5102.842 
4.510685103 4419.657897 580.3421025 41.06738 539.2747 5098.088 
5.061071927 4414.934654 585.0653464 40.8149 544.2504 5093.365 
5.6786161 4410.239144 589.7608556 40.58912 549.1717 5088.669 
6.371512059 4405.568002 594.4319978 40.38775 554.0442 5083.998 
7.148954113 4400.918964 599.0810361 40.20776 558.8733 5079.349 
8.021258443 4396.289357 603.7106432 40.04724 563.6634 5074.719 
9 4391.677362 608.322638 39.90387 568.4188 5070.107 
10.09816609 4387.08084 612.91916 39.77605 573.1431 5065.511 
11.33032871 4382.498341 617.5016593 39.66193 577.8397 5060.928 
12.7128379 4377.928155 622.071845 39.5602 582.5116 5056.358 
14.26403873 4373.369133 626.6308675 39.46934 587.1615 5051.799 
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Table A.2: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 1. 
16.00451469 4368.819914 631.1800864 39.38832 591.7918 5047.25 
17.95736083 4364.279587 635.7204126 39.31592 596.4045 5042.71 
20.14849025 4359.747075 640.2529246 39.25049 601.0024 5038.177 
22.60697788 4355.221849 644.7781512 39.18814 605.59 5033.652 
25.36544638 4350.703727 649.2962734 39.14699 610.1493 5029.134 
28.46049894 4346.187995 653.8120051 39.148 614.664 5024.618 
31.93320503 4341.669641 658.3303593 39.13755 619.1928 5020.1 
35.82964535 4337.156319 662.8436814 39.07047 623.7732 5015.586 
40.20152329 4332.653445 667.3465555 38.99669 628.3499 5011.083 
45.10685103 4328.157148 671.8428518 38.9425 632.9004 5006.587 
50.61071927 4323.666782 676.3332184 38.91486 637.4184 5002.097 
56.786161 4319.176862 680.823138 38.9189 641.9042 4997.607 
63.71512059 4314.685563 685.3144368 39.01433 646.3001 4993.116 
71.48954113 4310.173622 689.8263784 39.23963 650.5867 4988.604 
80.21258443 4305.630331 694.3696688 39.68342 654.6863 4984.06 
90 4301.015978 698.9840217 40.57718 658.4068 4979.446 
100 4296.709024 703.2909756 41.58474 661.7062 4975.139 
110 4292.699031 707.3009691 42.81368 664.4873 4971.129 
120 4288.924719 711.0752815 44.25368 666.8216 4967.355 
130 4285.323417 714.6765831 45.96417 668.7124 4963.753 
140 4281.853308 718.146692 47.80977 670.3369 4960.283 
150 4278.49345 721.50655 49.80223 671.7043 4956.923 
160 4275.21301 724.78699 51.9961 672.7909 4953.643 
170 4271.993938 728.0060624 54.29683 673.7092 4950.424 
180 4268.825147 731.1748529 56.65559 674.5193 4947.255 
190 4265.698872 734.3011279 59.11507 675.1861 4944.129 
200 4262.602509 737.3974914 61.69149 675.706 4941.033 
210 4259.529723 740.4702772 64.33041 676.1399 4937.96 
220 4256.475803 743.5241968 66.98374 676.5405 4934.906 
230 4253.440292 746.5597079 69.66412 676.8956 4931.87 
240 4250.418053 749.5819466 72.42283 677.1591 4928.848 
250 4247.405056 752.5949438 75.23425 677.3607 4925.835 
260 4244.399313 755.6006868 78.07404 677.5266 4922.829 
270 4241.399361 758.600639 80.93487 677.6658 4919.829 
280 4238.404138 761.5958625 83.75408 677.8418 4916.834 
290 4235.416927 764.5830735 86.5841 677.999 4913.847 
300 4232.43282 767.5671796 89.49372 678.0735 4910.863 
310 4229.450679 770.5493213 92.42483 678.1245 4907.881 
320 4226.469928 773.530072 95.36801 678.1621 4904.9 
330 4223.490178 776.509822 98.31931 678.1905 4901.92 
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Table A.2: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 1. 
340 4220.511182 779.4888182 101.2753 678.2135 4898.941 
350 4217.532805 782.4671948 104.176 678.2912 4895.963 
360 4214.55827 785.4417299 107.0488 678.393 4892.988 
370 4211.585651 788.4143487 109.9891 678.4253 4890.016 
380 4208.612916 791.3870842 112.9699 678.4172 4887.043 
390 4205.639867 794.3601327 115.9573 678.4029 4884.07 
400 4202.66639 797.3336102 118.9487 678.3849 4881.096 
410 4199.692432 800.3075679 121.9421 678.3655 4878.122 
420 4196.717995 803.2820046 124.9355 678.3465 4875.148 
430 4193.743123 806.2568772 127.9273 678.3296 4872.173 
440 4190.767891 809.2321094 130.8542 678.3779 4869.198 
450 4187.795204 812.2047961 133.7178 678.487 4866.225 
460 4184.824876 815.1751239 136.6476 678.5275 4863.255 
470 4181.854004 818.1459963 139.6459 678.5001 4860.284 
480 4178.882499 821.1175014 142.6486 678.4689 4857.312 
490 4175.910312 824.0896883 145.6543 678.4354 4854.34 
500 4172.937427 827.0625731 148.6614 678.4012 4851.367 
510 4169.963856 830.036144 151.6687 678.3674 4848.394 
520 4166.989633 833.0103666 154.6751 678.3352 4845.42 
530 4164.014813 835.9851875 157.6795 678.3057 4842.445 
540 4161.039463 838.9605374 160.681 678.2796 4839.469 
550 4158.063666 841.9363345 163.6786 678.2577 4836.494 
560 4155.087513 844.9124866 166.5106 678.4019 4833.518 
570 4152.116858 847.8831416 169.3376 678.5455 4830.547 
580 4149.145843 850.8541571 172.3338 678.5203 4827.576 
590 4146.174312 853.8256879 175.3368 678.4888 4824.604 
600 4143.202221 856.797779 178.3431 678.4547 4821.632 
610 4140.229544 859.7704564 181.3515 678.419 4818.66 
620 4137.256271 862.7437292 184.3612 678.3825 4815.686 
630 4134.282408 865.7175923 187.3714 678.3462 4812.712 
640 4131.307972 868.6920281 190.3813 678.3107 4809.738 
650 4128.332992 871.6670082 193.3902 678.2768 4806.763 
660 4125.357505 874.6424952 196.3974 678.2451 4803.788 
670 4122.381556 877.6184437 199.4023 678.2162 4800.812 
680 4119.405198 880.5948017 202.4043 678.1905 4797.835 
690 4116.428489 883.5715114 205.403 678.1686 4794.858 
700 4113.451489 886.5485107 208.2962 678.2524 4791.881 
710 4110.47717 889.5228301 211.0757 678.4471 4788.907 
720 4107.505694 892.4943057 213.959 678.5353 4785.936 
730 4104.533864 895.4661364 216.9581 678.5081 4782.964 
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Table A.2: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 1. 
740 4101.561638 898.4383622 219.9604 678.4779 4779.992 
750 4098.588988 901.4110124 222.9654 678.4456 4777.019 
760 4095.615894 904.3841063 225.9724 678.4117 4774.046 
770 4092.642345 907.3576546 228.9808 678.3768 4771.072 
780 4089.66834 910.3316598 231.9901 678.3416 4768.098 
790 4086.693882 913.3061176 234.9996 678.3065 4765.124 
800 4083.718982 916.2810177 238.0091 678.272 4762.149 
810 4080.743656 919.2563439 241.0178 678.2385 4759.174 
820 4077.767925 922.2320754 244.0256 678.2065 4756.198 
830 4074.791813 925.2081869 247.0318 678.1764 4753.222 
840 4071.815351 928.1846493 250.0362 678.1484 4750.245 
850 4068.83857 931.1614303 253.0384 678.123 4747.269 
860 4065.861505 934.1384945 256.0381 678.1004 4744.292 
870 4062.884196 937.1158042 259.0349 678.0809 4741.314 
880 4059.906681 940.0933192 261.9687 678.1246 4738.337 
890 4056.930362 943.0696381 264.6894 678.3802 4735.36 
900 4053.958604 946.041396 267.4692 678.5722 4732.389 
910 4050.986601 949.0133986 270.4648 678.5486 4729.417 
920 4048.014323 951.9856765 273.4634 678.5223 4726.444 
930 4045.041745 954.9582546 276.4646 678.4936 4723.472 
940 4042.068848 957.9311519 279.468 678.4631 4720.499 
950 4039.095617 960.9043828 282.4732 678.4312 4717.526 
960 4036.122043 963.8779568 285.4798 678.3981 4714.552 
970 4033.148121 966.8518792 288.4875 678.3644 4711.578 
980 4030.173848 969.8261517 291.4958 678.3304 4708.604 
990 4027.199228 972.8007722 294.4959 678.3048 4705.629 
995 4025.711788 974.2882115 296.0089 678.2794 4704.142 
1000 4024.224264 975.7757357 297.4115 678.3643 4702.654 
      
Table A.3: Data for Example 2. 
∆t, hr pws, psi ∆p, psi 
dpws/dln∆t, 
psi 
dpws/d∆t, 
psi/hr R1, psi R2, psi R3, psi pext, psi 
0 4024.22 0 - - 3385.32 3371.73 3312.79 4420.44 
0.01 4064.14 39.92 33.88 3387.72 3405.34 3391.78 3333.36 4450.78 
0.02 4099.50 75.28 68.15 3407.75 3016.55 3003.01 2945.11 4477.62 
0.03 4131.20 106.98 90.57 3018.95 2715.22 2701.71 2644.32 4501.48 
0.04 4159.78 135.56 108.70 2717.62 2458.60 2445.12 2388.23 4522.78 
0.05 4185.66 161.43 123.05 2461.00 2233.82 2220.36 2163.99 4541.82 
0.06 4209.15 184.92 134.17 2236.22 2035.79 2022.36 1966.48 4558.89 
0.07 4230.52 206.30 142.67 2038.19 1858.74 1845.33 1789.95 4574.22 
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Table A.3: (contd) Data for Example 2. 
0.08 4250.03 225.81 148.89 1861.14 1700.44 1687.06 1632.17 4587.98 
0.09 4267.86 243.63 153.26 1702.84 1560.43 1547.08 1492.67 4601.90 
0.1 4285.72 261.49 156.28 1562.83 1433.15 1419.82 1365.90 4616.19 
0.11 4303.84 279.61 157.91 1435.55 1213.46 1200.19 1147.21 4627.11 
0.13 4322.07 297.85 158.06 1215.86 1116.18 1102.93 1050.42 4641.76 
0.14 4340.23 316.00 156.60 1118.57 957.57 944.38 892.79 4652.95 
0.16 4358.13 333.90 153.59 959.97 825.53 812.39 761.71 4664.09 
0.18 4375.59 351.36 149.03 827.92 713.21 700.12 650.34 4674.96 
0.2 4392.43 368.21 143.12 715.60 588.97 575.96 527.48 4682.71 
0.23 4408.54 384.31 136.01 591.36 509.74 496.78 449.16 4692.73 
0.25 4423.75 399.52 128.03 512.13 424.21 411.32 364.96 4699.74 
0.28 4438.01 413.79 119.45 426.60 343.21 330.43 285.68 4704.16 
0.32 4451.24 427.02 110.59 345.60 280.37 267.69 224.50 4708.48 
0.36 4463.47 439.24 101.79 282.76 230.84 218.25 176.57 4712.55 
0.4 4474.67 450.45 93.29 233.22 187.33 174.86 135.00 4714.87 
0.45 4484.94 460.71 85.37 189.70 150.81 138.49 100.70 4715.90 
0.51 4494.32 470.09 78.12 153.19 123.48 111.31 75.48 4717.25 
0.57 4502.92 478.69 71.74 125.85 101.03 89.02 55.35 4717.82 
0.64 4510.83 486.60 66.17 103.39 84.22 72.38 40.74 4718.81 
0.71 4518.15 493.92 61.47 86.58 69.57 57.94 28.73 4718.65 
0.8 4524.97 500.75 57.54 71.93 58.01 46.61 19.88 4718.50 
0.9 4531.38 507.16 54.33 60.36 48.85 37.69 13.45 4718.46 
1.01 4537.47 513.25 51.71 51.20 41.55 30.65 8.86 4718.56 
1.13 4543.28 519.06 49.60 43.89 35.38 24.78 5.54 4718.46 
1.27 4548.88 524.65 47.89 37.71 30.20 19.93 3.24 4718.29 
1.43 4554.29 530.07 46.51 32.52 26.05 16.11 1.76 4718.41 
1.6 4559.57 535.35 45.38 28.36 22.39 12.83 0.82 4718.27 
1.8 4564.73 540.50 44.43 24.69 19.42 10.26 0.29 4718.45 
2.01 4569.78 545.56 43.64 21.71 16.73 8.00 0.02 4718.30 
2.26 4574.75 550.53 42.95 19.00 14.41 6.15 -0.07 4718.18 
2.54 4579.65 555.43 42.34 16.67 12.43 4.66 -0.07 4718.13 
2.85 4584.48 560.25 41.80 14.67 10.73 3.46 -0.03 4718.19 
3.19 4589.25 565.02 41.30 12.95 9.21 2.48 0.01 4718.16 
3.58 4593.96 569.73 40.84 11.41 7.88 1.70 0.03 4718.12 
4.02 4598.62 574.39 40.41 10.05 6.72 1.12 0.03 4718.12 
4.51 4603.22 579.00 39.99 8.87 5.71 0.68 0.01 4718.11 
5.06 4607.78 583.56 39.60 7.83 4.82 0.37 -0.02 4718.07 
5.68 4612.30 588.07 39.21 6.90 4.05 0.16 -0.05 4718.04 
6.37 4616.76 592.54 38.82 6.09 3.37 0.03 -0.07 4717.95 
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Table A.3: (contd) Data for Example 2. 
7.15 4621.18 596.95 38.44 5.38 2.78 -0.03 -0.08 4717.86 
8.02 4625.55 601.32 38.05 4.74 2.27 -0.05 -0.07 4717.74 
9 4629.87 605.64 37.64 4.18 1.82 -0.04 -0.05 4717.63 
10.1 4634.14 609.91 37.23 3.69 1.44 -0.03 -0.03 4717.54 
11.33 4638.35 614.13 36.78 3.25 1.11 -0.01 -0.01 4717.48 
12.71 4642.51 618.29 36.31 2.86 0.83 0.01 0.01 4717.43 
14.26 4646.61 622.39 35.81 2.51 0.60 0.01 0.01 4717.39 
16 4650.64 626.42 35.26 2.20 0.40 0.00 0.00 4717.32 
17.96 4654.60 630.38 34.66 1.93 0.24 -0.02 -0.02 4717.24 
20.15 4658.48 634.26 34.00 1.69 0.11 -0.05 -0.05 4717.08 
22.61 4662.28 638.05 33.27 1.47 0.01 -0.08 -0.08 4716.81 
25.37 4665.97 641.75 32.47 1.28 -0.06 -0.11 -0.11 4716.41 
28.46 4669.57 645.34 31.62 1.11 -0.12 -0.14 -0.14 4715.87 
31.93 4673.05 648.83 30.65 0.96 -0.15 -0.16 -0.16 4715.16 
35.83 4676.41 652.18 29.49 0.82 -0.17 -0.18 -0.18 4714.29 
40.2 4679.61 655.38 28.18 0.70 -0.18 -0.18 -0.18 4713.28 
45.11 4682.64 658.42 26.72 0.59 -0.18 -0.18 -0.18 4712.16 
50.61 4685.50 661.27 25.11 0.50 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 4710.97 
56.79 4688.15 663.92 23.31 0.41 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 4709.74 
63.72 4690.58 666.35 21.37 0.34 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 4708.53 
71.49 4692.77 668.55 19.28 0.27 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 4707.37 
80.21 4694.72 670.50 17.10 0.21 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 4706.30 
90 4696.42 672.20 14.89 0.17 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 4705.43 
100 4697.75 673.53 12.86 0.13 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 4704.75 
110 4698.78 674.56 11.08 0.10 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 4704.22 
120 4699.58 675.36 9.57 0.08 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 4703.82 
130 4700.21 675.98 8.20 0.06 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 4703.51 
140 4700.71 676.48 7.03 0.05 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 4703.27 
150 4701.09 676.87 6.02 0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 4703.10 
160 4701.40 677.18 5.13 0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 4702.97 
170 4701.65 677.42 4.39 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.87 
180 4701.85 677.62 3.74 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.79 
190 4702.00 677.77 3.20 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.74 
200 4702.12 677.90 2.70 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.70 
210 4702.22 678.00 2.27 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.67 
220 4702.30 678.08 1.91 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.65 
230 4702.36 678.14 1.62 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.63 
240 4702.41 678.18 1.35 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.62 
250 4702.45 678.22 1.10 0.0044 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.61 
260 4702.48 678.25 0.91 0.0035 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.61 
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Table A.3: (contd) Data for Example 2. 
270 4702.50 678.28 0.73 0.0027 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.60 
280 4702.52 678.30 0.58 0.0021 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.60 
290 4702.53 678.31 0.47 0.0016 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.59 
300 4702.54 678.32 0.36 0.0012 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.59 
310 4702.55 678.32 0.25 0.0008 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.58 
320 4702.55 678.33 0.14 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.58 
330 4702.55 678.33 0.07 0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.57 
340 4702.56 678.33 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.57 
350 4702.56 678.33 -0.03 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.57 
360 4702.55 678.33 -0.05 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.56 
370 4702.55 678.33 -0.06 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.55 
380 4702.54 678.32 -0.06 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.55 
390 4702.54 678.32 -0.08 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
400 4702.54 678.31 -0.08 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
410 4702.53 678.31 -0.08 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
420 4702.54 678.31 -0.09 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
430 4702.54 678.31 -0.06 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
440 4702.54 678.32 -0.04 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
450 4702.54 678.32 -0.01 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
460 4702.54 678.32 0.04 0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
470 4702.54 678.31 -0.05 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
480 4702.54 678.31 -0.09 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
490 4702.54 678.31 -0.11 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
500 4702.54 678.31 -0.11 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
510 4702.54 678.31 -0.11 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
520 4702.54 678.31 -0.14 -0.0003 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
530 4702.54 678.31 -0.20 -0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
540 4702.54 678.31 -0.27 -0.0005 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
550 4702.54 678.32 -0.26 -0.0005 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
560 4702.54 678.32 -0.21 -0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.54 
570 4702.54 678.31 -0.15 -0.0003 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.53 
580 4702.53 678.31 -0.04 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.53 
590 4702.53 678.31 -0.04 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.53 
600 4702.53 678.30 -0.06 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
610 4702.52 678.30 0.03 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
620 4702.52 678.30 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
630 4702.52 678.29 -0.02 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
640 4702.52 678.29 -0.01 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
650 4702.52 678.29 -0.01 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
660 4702.51 678.29 -0.04 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
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Table A.3: (contd) Data for Example 2. 
670 4702.51 678.29 -0.06 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
680 4702.51 678.29 -0.02 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
690 4702.51 678.29 -0.04 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
700 4702.51 678.29 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
710 4702.51 678.29 -0.31 -0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.50 
720 4702.50 678.28 -0.42 -0.0006 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.50 
730 4702.50 678.27 -0.40 -0.0006 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.49 
740 4702.49 678.27 -0.38 -0.0005 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.49 
750 4702.49 678.26 -0.36 -0.0005 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.48 
760 4702.48 678.26 -0.34 -0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.48 
770 4702.48 678.26 -0.11 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.48 
780 4702.48 678.26 0.15 0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.48 
790 4702.48 678.26 0.22 0.0003 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.49 
800 4702.49 678.26 0.24 0.0003 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.49 
810 4702.49 678.27 0.27 0.0003 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.49 
820 4702.49 678.27 0.29 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.50 
830 4702.50 678.27 0.32 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.50 
840 4702.50 678.28 0.34 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.50 
850 4702.50 678.28 0.35 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
860 4702.51 678.28 0.37 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
870 4702.51 678.29 0.38 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
880 4702.52 678.29 0.32 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
890 4702.52 678.30 0.06 0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
900 4702.52 678.29 -0.15 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
910 4702.52 678.29 -0.15 -0.0002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.52 
920 4702.52 678.29 -0.14 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
930 4702.51 678.29 -0.12 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
940 4702.51 678.29 -0.11 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
950 4702.51 678.29 -0.10 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
960 4702.51 678.29 -0.08 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
970 4702.51 678.29 -0.06 -0.0001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
980 4702.51 678.29 -0.05 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
990 4702.51 678.28 -0.03 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4702.51 
1000 4702.51 678.28 -0.02 0.0000 - - - 4702.51 
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Table A.4: Data for Example 3. 
∆t, hr pws, psi ∆p, psi 
dpws/dln∆t, 
psi 
dpws/d∆t, 
psi/hr R1, psi R2, psi R3, psi pext, psi 
0 3713.15 0 - - - - - 4368.73 
0.01 3753.06 39.91 33.87 3763.56 3745.17 3602.26 1621.27 4363.46 
0.02 3788.42 75.27 68.15 3352.69 3334.34 3193.36 1343.98 4359.00 
0.03 3820.12 106.97 90.56 3013.76 2995.43 2856.36 1129.85 4355.46 
0.04 3848.70 135.55 108.69 2722.50 2704.21 2567.01 955.21 4352.74 
0.05 3874.57 161.42 123.04 2467.89 2449.63 2314.28 809.57 4350.68 
0.06 3898.05 184.90 134.16 2243.00 2224.77 2091.25 686.51 4349.16 
0.07 3919.43 206.28 142.65 2044.10 2025.90 1894.18 582.77 4348.06 
0.08 3938.93 225.79 148.87 1866.39 1848.23 1718.28 494.00 4347.28 
0.09 3956.75 243.60 153.23 1707.61 1689.47 1561.28 418.34 4346.74 
0.10 3974.61 261.46 156.25 1552.72 1534.62 1408.33 348.50 4346.35 
0.11 3992.73 279.58 157.88 1398.89 1380.83 1256.64 282.89 4346.08 
0.13 4010.96 297.81 158.02 1248.67 1230.64 1108.76 223.31 4345.92 
0.14 4029.11 315.96 156.56 1103.17 1085.19 965.86 169.97 4345.83 
0.16 4047.00 333.85 153.55 964.84 946.92 830.37 124.23 4345.79 
0.18 4064.46 351.31 148.97 834.83 816.97 703.47 86.05 4345.76 
0.20 4081.30 368.15 143.06 714.86 697.07 586.91 55.83 4345.69 
0.23 4097.39 384.25 135.95 605.84 588.13 481.58 33.09 4345.58 
0.25 4112.59 399.45 127.96 508.41 490.78 388.15 17.14 4345.39 
0.28 4126.85 413.70 119.36 422.95 405.41 307.01 7.11 4345.16 
0.32 4140.07 426.92 110.50 349.02 331.58 237.72 1.51 4344.88 
0.36 4152.28 439.14 101.69 286.38 269.06 180.04 -0.66 4344.61 
0.40 4163.48 450.33 93.17 233.85 216.66 132.78 -1.02 4344.36 
0.45 4173.73 460.58 85.23 190.69 173.65 95.17 -0.32 4344.19 
0.51 4183.09 469.94 77.97 155.44 138.56 65.74 0.33 4344.06 
0.57 4191.67 478.53 71.57 127.12 110.42 43.46 0.68 4343.99 
0.64 4199.56 486.41 65.98 104.41 87.91 26.97 0.40 4343.94 
0.71 4206.86 493.71 61.26 86.36 70.07 15.24 -0.33 4343.87 
0.80 4213.66 500.51 57.30 71.96 55.92 7.22 -1.33 4343.73 
0.9 4220.04 506.89 54.06 60.46 44.69 2.05 -2.31 4343.48 
1.01 4226.09 512.95 51.41 51.22 35.74 -0.98 -3.03 4343.13 
1.13 4231.87 518.72 49.26 43.71 28.56 -2.50 -3.38 4342.68 
1.27 4237.42 524.27 47.51 37.57 22.77 -2.97 -3.31 4342.18 
1.43 4242.79 529.64 46.08 32.45 18.05 -2.80 -2.92 4341.65 
1.60 4248.02 534.87 44.90 28.17 14.20 -2.26 -2.30 4341.16 
1.80 4253.12 539.97 43.91 24.55 11.03 -1.59 -1.60 4340.75 
2.01 4258.11 544.96 43.06 21.45 8.43 -0.94 -0.94 4340.44 
2.26 4263.01 549.86 42.29 18.76 6.29 -0.42 -0.42 4340.25 
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Table A.4: (contd) Data for Example 3. 
2.54 4267.83 554.68 41.59 16.44 4.55 -0.06 -0.06 4340.16 
2.85 4272.56 559.41 40.94 14.42 3.14 0.12 0.12 4340.15 
3.19 4277.23 564.08 40.33 12.66 2.04 0.15 0.15 4340.18 
3.58 4281.82 568.67 39.75 11.11 1.18 0.07 0.07 4340.20 
4.02 4286.35 573.20 39.21 9.76 0.56 -0.06 -0.06 4340.17 
4.51 4290.81 577.66 38.70 8.59 0.13 -0.19 -0.19 4340.09 
5.06 4295.22 582.07 38.25 7.56 -0.14 -0.29 -0.29 4339.93 
5.68 4299.57 586.43 37.86 6.66 -0.25 -0.32 -0.32 4339.72 
6.37 4303.89 590.74 37.54 5.88 -0.25 -0.28 -0.28 4339.48 
7.15 4308.16 595.02 37.32 5.21 -0.16 -0.17 -0.17 4339.28 
8.02 4312.42 599.27 37.19 4.62 0.00 0.00 0.00 4339.19 
9 4316.66 603.51 37.18 4.11 0.21 0.21 0.21 4339.27 
10 4320.54 607.39 38.83 - - - - 4339.57 
 
 Table A.5: Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 3. 
t, hr pwf, psi pi - pwf, psi dpwf/dlnt, psi 
 (pi - pwf) - 
dpwf/dlnt, psi p , psi 
0 5000 0 - - 5691.98 
0.01 4960.08 39.92 37.64 2.28 5652.06 
0.02 4924.72 75.28 67.07 8.22 5616.70 
0.03 4893.02 106.98 90.43 16.55 5585.00 
0.04 4864.43 135.57 108.92 26.65 5556.41 
0.05 4838.55 161.45 123.42 38.02 5530.53 
0.06 4815.06 184.94 134.62 50.32 5507.04 
0.07 4793.68 206.32 143.13 63.19 5485.66 
0.08 4774.17 225.83 149.36 76.47 5466.15 
0.09 4756.34 243.66 153.08 90.58 5448.32 
0.10 4738.48 261.52 155.95 105.57 5430.46 
0.11 4720.35 279.65 157.58 122.07 5412.33 
0.13 4702.11 297.89 157.73 140.15 5394.09 
0.14 4683.95 316.05 156.28 159.77 5375.93 
0.16 4666.05 333.95 153.28 180.67 5358.03 
0.18 4648.58 351.42 148.72 202.69 5340.56 
0.20 4631.73 368.27 142.84 225.43 5323.71 
0.23 4615.62 384.38 135.75 248.63 5307.60 
0.25 4600.40 399.60 127.79 271.80 5292.38 
0.28 4586.13 413.87 119.23 294.64 5278.11 
0.32 4572.89 427.11 110.41 316.70 5264.87 
0.36 4560.65 439.35 101.64 337.71 5252.63 
0.40 4549.43 450.57 93.16 357.40 5241.41 
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Table A.5: Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 3. 
0.45 4539.15 460.85 85.27 375.57 5231.13 
0.51 4529.76 470.24 78.06 392.18 5221.74 
0.57 4521.14 478.86 71.71 407.16 5213.12 
0.64 4513.21 486.79 66.17 420.62 5205.19 
0.71 4505.87 494.13 61.51 432.63 5197.85 
0.80 4499.01 500.99 57.61 443.38 5190.99 
0.9 4492.57 507.43 54.43 453.00 5184.55 
1.01 4486.45 513.55 51.84 461.70 5178.43 
1.13 4480.61 519.39 49.77 469.63 5172.59 
1.27 4474.97 525.03 48.11 476.93 5166.95 
1.43 4469.51 530.49 46.76 483.73 5161.49 
1.60 4464.18 535.82 45.68 490.14 5156.16 
1.80 4458.96 541.04 44.81 496.23 5150.94 
2.01 4453.84 546.16 44.08 502.08 5145.82 
2.26 4448.79 551.21 43.44 507.76 5140.77 
2.54 4443.81 556.19 42.90 513.29 5135.79 
2.85 4438.89 561.11 42.42 518.68 5130.87 
3.19 4434.02 565.98 42.01 523.96 5126.00 
3.58 4429.20 570.80 41.65 529.15 5121.18 
4.02 4424.41 575.59 41.36 534.23 5116.39 
4.51 4419.65 580.35 41.13 539.22 5111.63 
5.06 4414.92 585.08 40.99 544.09 5106.90 
5.68 4410.20 589.80 40.94 548.86 5102.18 
6.37 4405.47 594.53 41.01 553.51 5097.45 
7.15 4400.73 599.27 41.22 558.05 5092.71 
8.02 4395.96 604.04 41.58 562.46 5087.94 
9 4391.14 608.86 42.12 566.74 5083.12 
10.10 4386.24 613.76 42.82 570.94 5078.22 
11.33 4381.25 618.75 43.66 575.08 5073.23 
12.71 4376.16 623.84 44.67 579.17 5068.14 
14.26 4370.94 629.06 45.87 583.19 5062.92 
16.00 4365.58 634.42 47.19 587.23 5057.56 
17.96 4360.05 639.95 48.60 591.34 5052.03 
20.15 4354.36 645.64 50.09 595.55 5046.34 
22.61 4348.49 651.51 51.65 599.86 5040.47 
25.37 4342.44 657.56 53.24 604.32 5034.42 
28.46 4336.21 663.79 54.84 608.95 5028.19 
31.93 4329.79 670.21 56.44 613.77 5021.77 
35.83 4323.18 676.82 58.01 618.80 5015.16 
40.20 4316.40 683.60 59.57 624.03 5008.38 
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Table A.5: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 3. 
45.11 4309.44 690.56 61.32 629.24 5001.42 
50.16 4302.86 697.14 62.81 634.32 4994.84 
55.21 4296.79 703.21 64.11 639.10 4988.77 
60.26 4291.14 708.86 65.36 643.50 4983.12 
65.31 4285.83 714.17 66.66 647.51 4977.81 
70.36 4280.83 719.17 67.90 651.27 4972.81 
75.41 4276.09 723.91 69.18 654.74 4968.07 
80.46 4271.56 728.44 70.61 657.83 4963.54 
85.51 4267.22 732.78 72.07 660.71 4959.20 
90.56 4263.05 736.95 73.51 663.44 4955.03 
95.61 4259.02 740.98 75.08 665.90 4951.00 
100.66 4255.12 744.88 76.81 668.07 4947.10 
105.71 4251.32 748.68 78.62 670.07 4943.30 
110.76 4247.60 752.40 80.39 672.00 4939.58 
115.81 4243.98 756.02 82.21 673.81 4935.96 
120.86 4240.44 759.56 84.20 675.36 4932.42 
125.91 4236.95 763.05 86.30 676.75 4928.93 
130.96 4233.51 766.49 88.47 678.02 4925.49 
136.01 4230.12 769.88 90.68 679.20 4922.10 
141.06 4226.78 773.22 92.83 680.39 4918.76 
146.11 4223.48 776.52 95.04 681.48 4915.46 
151.16 4220.21 779.79 97.42 682.37 4912.19 
156.21 4216.97 783.03 99.86 683.17 4908.95 
161.26 4213.75 786.25 102.34 683.91 4905.73 
166.31 4210.56 789.44 104.86 684.58 4902.54 
171.36 4207.38 792.62 107.41 685.20 4899.36 
176.41 4204.23 795.77 109.90 685.87 4896.21 
181.46 4201.09 798.91 112.41 686.50 4893.07 
186.51 4197.97 802.03 115.04 686.99 4889.95 
191.56 4194.86 805.14 117.73 687.41 4886.84 
196.61 4191.76 808.24 120.44 687.80 4883.74 
201.66 4188.67 811.33 123.18 688.15 4880.65 
206.71 4185.59 814.41 125.94 688.47 4877.57 
211.76 4182.52 817.48 128.72 688.76 4874.50 
216.81 4179.45 820.55 131.51 689.04 4871.43 
221.86 4176.39 823.61 134.23 689.37 4868.37 
226.91 4173.34 826.66 136.94 689.72 4865.32 
231.96 4170.30 829.70 139.76 689.94 4862.28 
237.01 4167.26 832.74 142.62 690.12 4859.24 
242.06 4164.22 835.78 145.49 690.29 4856.20 
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Table A.5: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 3. 
247.11 4161.19 838.81 148.38 690.43 4853.17 
252.16 4158.16 841.84 151.28 690.56 4850.14 
257.21 4155.13 844.87 154.19 690.68 4847.11 
262.26 4152.10 847.90 157.11 690.79 4844.08 
267.31 4149.08 850.92 160.04 690.89 4841.06 
272.36 4146.05 853.95 162.97 690.98 4838.03 
277.41 4143.03 856.97 165.85 691.11 4835.01 
282.46 4140.02 859.98 168.65 691.33 4832.00 
287.51 4137.00 863.00 171.51 691.49 4828.98 
292.56 4133.99 866.01 174.46 691.55 4825.97 
297.61 4130.98 869.02 177.43 691.59 4822.96 
302.66 4127.97 872.03 180.40 691.63 4819.95 
307.71 4124.96 875.04 183.38 691.66 4816.94 
312.76 4121.95 878.05 186.37 691.68 4813.93 
317.81 4118.94 881.06 189.35 691.70 4810.92 
322.86 4115.93 884.07 192.35 691.72 4807.91 
327.91 4112.92 887.08 195.34 691.73 4804.90 
332.96 4109.92 890.08 198.34 691.75 4801.90 
338.01 4106.91 893.09 201.33 691.76 4798.89 
343.06 4103.90 896.10 204.33 691.77 4795.88 
348.11 4100.89 899.11 207.33 691.78 4792.87 
353.16 4097.88 902.12 210.15 691.97 4789.86 
358.21 4094.88 905.12 212.96 692.16 4786.86 
363.26 4091.88 908.12 215.95 692.17 4783.86 
368.31 4088.88 911.12 218.96 692.16 4780.86 
373.36 4085.87 914.13 221.97 692.15 4777.85 
378.41 4082.87 917.13 224.99 692.14 4774.85 
383.46 4079.87 920.13 228.01 692.12 4771.85 
388.51 4076.87 923.13 231.03 692.10 4768.85 
393.56 4073.86 926.14 234.06 692.08 4765.84 
398.61 4070.86 929.14 237.08 692.06 4762.84 
403.66 4067.86 932.14 240.11 692.04 4759.84 
408.71 4064.85 935.15 243.14 692.01 4756.83 
413.76 4061.85 938.15 246.16 691.99 4753.83 
418.81 4058.84 941.16 249.19 691.97 4750.82 
423.86 4055.84 944.16 252.21 691.95 4747.82 
428.91 4052.83 947.17 255.23 691.93 4744.81 
433.96 4049.83 950.17 258.26 691.92 4741.81 
439.01 4046.82 953.18 261.27 691.90 4738.80 
444.06 4043.82 956.18 264.08 692.10 4735.80 
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Table A.5: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 3. 
449.11 4040.82 959.18 266.84 692.34 4732.80 
454.16 4037.82 962.18 269.82 692.36 4729.80 
459.21 4034.82 965.18 272.84 692.34 4726.80 
464.26 4031.81 968.19 275.87 692.32 4723.79 
469.31 4028.81 971.19 278.90 692.29 4720.79 
474.36 4025.81 974.19 281.93 692.26 4717.79 
479.41 4022.81 977.19 284.96 692.22 4714.79 
484.46 4019.81 980.19 288.00 692.19 4711.79 
489.51 4016.81 983.19 291.04 692.16 4708.79 
494.56 4013.80 986.20 294.07 692.12 4705.78 
499.61 4010.80 989.20 297.11 692.09 4702.78 
504.66 4007.80 992.20 300.15 692.05 4699.78 
509.71 4004.79 995.21 303.18 692.02 4696.77 
514.76 4001.79 998.21 306.22 691.99 4693.77 
519.81 3998.79 1001.21 309.26 691.96 4690.77 
524.86 3995.78 1004.22 312.29 691.93 4687.76 
529.91 3992.78 1007.22 315.32 691.90 4684.76 
534.96 3989.77 1010.23 318.36 691.87 4681.75 
540.01 3986.77 1013.23 321.39 691.85 4678.75 
545.06 3983.76 1016.24 324.41 691.83 4675.74 
550.11 3980.75 1019.25 327.44 691.81 4672.73 
555.16 3977.75 1022.25 330.46 691.79 4669.73 
560.21 3974.74 1025.26 333.15 692.11 4666.72 
565.26 3971.74 1028.26 335.84 692.42 4663.72 
570.31 3968.74 1031.26 338.86 692.40 4660.72 
575.36 3965.74 1034.26 341.89 692.37 4657.72 
580.41 3962.74 1037.26 344.92 692.34 4654.72 
585.46 3959.74 1040.26 347.95 692.31 4651.72 
590.51 3956.74 1043.26 350.98 692.28 4648.72 
595.56 3953.74 1046.26 354.02 692.25 4645.72 
600.61 3950.73 1049.27 357.05 692.21 4642.71 
605.66 3947.73 1052.27 360.09 692.18 4639.71 
610.71 3944.73 1055.27 363.13 692.14 4636.71 
615.76 3941.73 1058.27 366.17 692.10 4633.71 
620.81 3938.72 1061.28 369.21 692.07 4630.70 
625.86 3935.72 1064.28 372.25 692.03 4627.70 
630.91 3932.72 1067.28 375.29 692.00 4624.70 
635.96 3929.71 1070.29 378.33 691.96 4621.69 
641.01 3926.71 1073.29 381.37 691.93 4618.69 
646.06 3923.70 1076.30 384.41 691.89 4615.68 
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Table A.5: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 3. 
651.11 3920.70 1079.30 387.44 691.86 4612.68 
656.16 3917.69 1082.31 390.48 691.83 4609.67 
661.21 3914.69 1085.31 393.52 691.80 4606.67 
666.26 3911.68 1088.32 396.55 691.77 4603.66 
671.31 3908.68 1091.32 399.58 691.74 4600.66 
676.36 3905.67 1094.33 402.62 691.72 4597.65 
681.41 3902.66 1097.34 405.65 691.69 4594.64 
686.46 3899.66 1100.34 408.67 691.67 4591.64 
691.51 3896.65 1103.35 411.70 691.65 4588.63 
696.56 3893.64 1106.36 414.72 691.63 4585.62 
701.61 3890.64 1109.36 417.62 691.74 4582.62 
706.66 3887.63 1112.37 420.22 692.15 4579.61 
711.71 3884.63 1115.37 422.94 692.43 4576.61 
716.76 3881.63 1118.37 425.96 692.41 4573.61 
721.81 3878.63 1121.37 428.99 692.39 4570.61 
726.86 3875.63 1124.37 432.01 692.36 4567.61 
731.91 3872.63 1127.37 435.04 692.33 4564.61 
736.96 3869.62 1130.38 438.08 692.30 4561.60 
742.01 3866.62 1133.38 441.11 692.27 4558.60 
747.06 3863.62 1136.38 444.14 692.24 4555.60 
752.11 3860.62 1139.38 447.18 692.20 4552.60 
757.16 3857.61 1142.39 450.22 692.17 4549.59 
762.21 3854.61 1145.39 453.25 692.14 4546.59 
767.26 3851.61 1148.39 456.29 692.10 4543.59 
772.31 3848.60 1151.40 459.33 692.07 4540.58 
777.36 3845.60 1154.40 462.37 692.03 4537.58 
782.41 3842.60 1157.40 465.41 692.00 4534.58 
787.46 3839.59 1160.41 468.45 691.96 4531.57 
792.51 3836.59 1163.41 471.49 691.93 4528.57 
797.56 3833.58 1166.42 474.52 691.89 4525.56 
802.61 3830.58 1169.42 477.56 691.86 4522.56 
807.66 3827.57 1172.43 480.60 691.82 4519.55 
812.71 3824.57 1175.43 483.64 691.79 4516.55 
817.76 3821.56 1178.44 486.68 691.76 4513.54 
822.81 3818.56 1181.44 489.71 691.73 4510.54 
827.86 3815.55 1184.45 492.75 691.70 4507.53 
832.91 3812.55 1187.45 495.78 691.67 4504.53 
837.96 3809.54 1190.46 498.82 691.64 4501.52 
843.01 3806.53 1193.47 501.85 691.61 4498.51 
848.06 3803.53 1196.47 504.88 691.59 4495.51 
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Table A.5: (contd) Data applied in Agarwal method in Example 3. 
853.11 3800.52 1199.48 507.91 691.57 4492.50 
858.16 3797.52 1202.48 510.94 691.54 4489.50 
863.21 3794.51 1205.49 513.97 691.52 4486.49 
868.26 3791.50 1208.50 517.00 691.50 4483.48 
873.31 3788.49 1211.51 520.02 691.49 4480.47 
878.36 3785.49 1214.51 523.04 691.47 4477.47 
883.41 3782.48 1217.52 525.99 691.53 4474.46 
888.46 3779.47 1220.53 528.47 692.06 4471.45 
893.51 3776.47 1223.53 531.02 692.51 4468.45 
898.56 3773.47 1226.53 534.04 692.49 4465.45 
903.61 3770.47 1229.53 537.06 692.47 4462.45 
908.66 3767.47 1232.53 540.09 692.44 4459.45 
913.71 3764.47 1235.53 543.12 692.42 4456.45 
918.76 3761.46 1238.54 546.14 692.39 4453.44 
923.81 3758.46 1241.54 549.17 692.36 4450.44 
928.86 3755.46 1244.54 552.20 692.33 4447.44 
933.91 3752.46 1247.54 555.24 692.30 4444.44 
938.96 3749.46 1250.54 558.27 692.27 4441.44 
944.01 3746.45 1253.55 561.30 692.24 4438.43 
949.06 3743.45 1256.55 564.34 692.21 4435.43 
954.11 3740.45 1259.55 567.38 692.18 4432.43 
959.16 3737.44 1262.56 570.41 692.14 4429.42 
964.21 3734.44 1265.56 573.45 692.11 4426.42 
969.26 3731.44 1268.56 576.49 692.08 4423.42 
974.31 3728.43 1271.57 579.52 692.04 4420.41 
979.36 3725.43 1274.57 582.56 692.01 4417.41 
984.41 3722.43 1277.57 585.60 691.97 4414.41 
989.46 3719.42 1280.58 588.64 691.94 4411.40 
994.51 3716.42 1283.58 591.68 691.90 4408.40 
999.56 3713.41 1286.59 594.70 691.89 4405.39 
999.78 3713.28 1286.72 594.85 691.87 4405.26 
1000 3713.15 1286.85 - - 4405.13 
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Table A.6: Data for Example 4. 
∆t, hr pws, psi ∆p, psi 
dpws/dln∆t, 
psi 
dpws/d∆t, 
psi/hr R1, psi R2, psi R3, psi pext, psi 
0 3713.15 0 - - - - - 3938.65 
0.01 3753.06 39.91 35.36 3535.82 3534.13 3531.39 3518.31 3977.87 
0.02 3788.42 75.27 67.05 3352.69 3351.00 3348.27 3335.23 4012.53 
0.03 3820.12 106.97 90.41 3013.76 3012.07 3009.33 2996.33 4043.54 
0.04 3848.70 135.55 108.90 2722.50 2720.81 2718.08 2705.11 4071.44 
0.05 3874.57 161.42 123.39 2467.89 2466.20 2463.47 2450.54 4096.64 
0.06 3898.05 184.90 134.58 2243.00 2241.31 2238.59 2225.68 4119.46 
0.07 3919.43 206.28 143.09 2044.10 2042.41 2039.69 2026.82 4140.16 
0.08 3938.93 225.79 149.31 1866.39 1864.71 1861.98 1849.15 4159.01 
0.09 3956.75 243.60 153.03 1700.32 1698.63 1695.91 1683.11 4176.17 
0.10 3974.61 261.46 155.89 1543.77 1542.08 1539.36 1526.60 4193.32 
0.11 3992.73 279.58 157.51 1390.17 1388.48 1385.76 1373.04 4210.64 
0.13 4010.96 297.81 157.66 1240.13 1238.44 1235.72 1223.05 4227.98 
0.14 4029.11 315.96 156.19 1094.99 1093.31 1090.59 1077.98 4245.15 
0.16 4047.00 333.85 153.18 957.13 955.44 952.73 940.17 4261.95 
0.18 4064.46 351.31 148.62 827.61 825.93 823.22 810.73 4278.20 
0.20 4081.30 368.15 142.72 708.32 706.64 703.93 691.52 4293.70 
0.23 4097.39 384.25 135.62 599.88 598.20 595.50 583.16 4308.32 
0.25 4112.59 399.45 127.64 503.21 501.53 498.84 486.59 4321.89 
0.28 4126.85 413.70 119.07 418.35 416.67 413.98 401.84 4334.36 
0.32 4140.07 426.92 110.22 345.15 343.47 340.79 328.75 4345.62 
0.36 4152.28 439.14 101.42 283.07 281.40 278.72 266.81 4355.68 
0.40 4163.48 450.33 92.93 231.15 229.47 226.80 215.03 4364.53 
0.45 4173.73 460.58 85.01 188.45 186.78 184.12 172.50 4372.23 
0.51 4183.09 469.94 77.76 153.65 151.98 149.32 137.88 4378.83 
0.57 4191.67 478.53 71.37 125.68 124.01 121.37 110.11 4384.43 
0.64 4199.56 486.41 65.79 103.26 101.60 98.97 87.92 4389.11 
0.71 4206.86 493.71 61.08 85.44 83.78 81.16 70.34 4392.97 
0.80 4213.66 500.51 57.13 71.23 69.57 66.96 56.39 4396.12 
0.9 4220.04 506.89 53.89 59.88 58.22 55.63 45.34 4398.64 
1.01 4226.09 512.95 51.24 50.75 49.09 46.52 36.53 4400.62 
1.13 4231.87 518.72 49.09 43.33 41.68 39.13 29.46 4402.13 
1.27 4237.42 524.27 47.35 37.24 35.60 33.07 23.76 4403.27 
1.43 4242.79 529.64 45.91 32.19 30.55 28.05 19.11 4404.08 
1.60 4248.02 534.87 44.73 27.95 26.32 23.84 15.32 4404.64 
1.80 4253.12 539.97 43.74 24.36 22.73 20.29 12.19 4405.00 
2.01 4258.11 544.96 42.88 21.28 19.67 17.25 9.62 4405.21 
2.26 4263.01 549.86 42.10 18.62 17.02 14.64 7.50 4405.32 
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Table A.6: (contd) Data for Example 4. 
2.54 4267.83 554.68 41.39 16.32 14.72 12.39 5.76 4405.36 
2.85 4272.56 559.41 40.73 14.31 12.73 10.44 4.33 4405.37 
3.19 4277.23 564.08 40.11 12.56 10.99 8.75 3.19 4405.37 
3.58 4281.82 568.67 39.52 11.03 9.47 7.29 2.28 4405.37 
4.02 4286.35 573.20 38.97 9.69 8.15 6.02 1.57 4405.38 
4.51 4290.81 577.66 38.44 8.52 7.00 4.93 1.03 4405.40 
5.06 4295.22 582.07 37.97 7.50 6.00 4.00 0.64 4405.41 
5.68 4299.57 586.43 37.56 6.61 5.13 3.21 0.36 4405.42 
6.37 4303.89 590.74 37.22 5.84 4.38 2.55 0.18 4405.42 
7.15 4308.16 595.02 36.97 5.17 3.74 1.99 0.07 4405.40 
8.02 4312.42 599.27 36.81 4.59 3.18 1.53 0.01 4405.38 
9 4316.66 603.51 36.77 4.09 2.71 1.15 -0.01 4405.35 
10.10 4320.90 607.75 36.81 3.65 2.31 0.85 -0.02 4405.33 
11.33 4325.15 612.00 36.92 3.26 1.96 0.61 -0.01 4405.31 
12.71 4329.42 616.27 37.11 2.92 1.66 0.42 -0.01 4405.30 
14.26 4333.72 620.57 37.38 2.62 1.40 0.28 0.00 4405.30 
16.00 4338.05 624.90 37.67 2.35 1.18 0.18 0.00 4405.32 
17.96 4342.41 629.26 37.92 2.11 0.99 0.11 0.00 4405.33 
20.15 4346.80 633.65 38.10 1.89 0.83 0.05 0.00 4405.34 
22.61 4351.20 638.05 38.19 1.69 0.69 0.02 -0.01 4405.34 
25.37 4355.61 642.46 38.15 1.50 0.56 0.00 -0.01 4405.33 
28.46 4360.00 646.86 37.91 1.33 0.46 0.00 -0.01 4405.31 
31.93 4364.36 651.21 37.44 1.17 0.36 -0.01 -0.01 4405.29 
35.83 4368.64 655.50 36.69 1.02 0.28 -0.01 -0.01 4405.27 
40.20 4372.83 659.68 35.64 0.89 0.22 0.00 0.00 4405.27 
45.11 4376.87 663.72 34.25 0.76 0.16 0.00 0.00 4405.28 
50.61 4380.73 667.58 32.53 0.64 0.12 0.00 0.00 4405.30 
56.79 4384.37 671.23 30.46 0.54 0.08 0.00 0.00 4405.34 
63.72 4387.76 674.61 28.09 0.44 0.05 0.00 0.00 4405.37 
71.49 4390.86 677.71 25.45 0.36 0.03 0.00 0.00 4405.39 
80.21 4393.63 680.48 22.62 0.28 0.02 0.00 0.00 4405.40 
90 4396.08 682.93 19.89 0.22 0.01 0.00 0.00 4405.39 
100 4398.00 684.85 17.17 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.35 
110 4399.51 686.36 14.73 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.32 
120 4400.68 687.53 12.60 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.28 
130 4401.61 688.46 10.86 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.26 
140 4402.35 689.20 9.22 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.24 
150 4402.93 689.78 7.77 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.22 
160 4403.39 690.24 6.64 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.21 
170 4403.76 690.61 5.66 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.20 
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Table A.6: (contd) Data for Example 4. 
180 4404.05 690.91 4.72 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.20 
190 4404.28 691.14 3.94 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.19 
200 4404.47 691.32 3.36 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.19 
210 4404.62 691.47 2.87 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.19 
220 4404.74 691.59 2.37 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.20 
230 4404.84 691.69 1.89 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.20 
240 4404.91 691.76 1.56 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.19 
250 4404.97 691.82 1.31 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.19 
260 4405.01 691.86 1.11 0.004 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.19 
270 4405.05 691.90 0.94 0.003 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.19 
280 4405.08 691.93 0.66 0.002 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.20 
290 4405.10 691.95 0.39 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.19 
300 4405.11 691.96 0.28 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.18 
310 4405.12 691.97 0.21 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.17 
320 4405.12 691.97 0.16 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.17 
330 4405.13 691.98 0.13 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.16 
340 4405.13 691.98 0.09 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.16 
350 4405.13 691.98 -0.06 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.15 
360 4405.13 691.98 -0.27 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.14 
370 4405.12 691.97 -0.35 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.13 
380 4405.11 691.96 -0.34 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.12 
390 4405.10 691.95 -0.32 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
400 4405.09 691.94 -0.22 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
410 4405.09 691.94 0.06 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.09 
420 4405.09 691.95 0.28 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
430 4405.10 691.95 0.31 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
440 4405.11 691.96 0.20 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
450 4405.11 691.96 -0.04 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
460 4405.11 691.96 -0.14 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
470 4405.10 691.96 -0.11 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
480 4405.10 691.95 -0.06 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
490 4405.10 691.95 -0.02 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
500 4405.10 691.95 0.03 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
510 4405.10 691.95 0.08 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
520 4405.10 691.96 0.12 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
530 4405.11 691.96 0.16 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
540 4405.11 691.96 0.19 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
550 4405.11 691.97 0.21 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
560 4405.12 691.97 -0.10 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.12 
570 4405.11 691.96 -0.43 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.11 
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Table A.6: (contd) Data for Example 4. 
580 4405.10 691.95 -0.41 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
590 4405.10 691.95 -0.38 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.10 
600 4405.09 691.94 -0.34 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.09 
610 4405.09 691.94 -0.30 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.09 
620 4405.08 691.93 -0.26 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.08 
630 4405.08 691.93 -0.22 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.08 
640 4405.07 691.92 -0.17 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
650 4405.07 691.92 -0.13 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
660 4405.07 691.92 -0.09 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
670 4405.07 691.92 -0.06 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
680 4405.07 691.92 -0.03 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
690 4405.07 691.92 -0.01 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
700 4405.07 691.92 -0.20 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
710 4405.06 691.91 -0.61 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.06 
720 4405.05 691.90 -0.82 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.05 
730 4405.04 691.89 -0.79 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.04 
740 4405.03 691.88 -0.75 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.03 
750 4405.02 691.87 -0.71 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.02 
760 4405.01 691.86 -0.67 -0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.01 
770 4405.00 691.85 -0.21 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.00 
780 4405.00 691.86 0.32 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.00 
790 4405.01 691.86 0.44 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.01 
800 4405.02 691.87 0.50 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.02 
810 4405.02 691.87 0.55 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.02 
820 4405.03 691.88 0.60 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.03 
830 4405.04 691.89 0.64 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.04 
850 4405.05 691.90 0.72 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.05 
860 4405.06 691.91 0.74 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.06 
870 4405.07 691.92 0.76 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
880 4405.08 691.93 0.65 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.08 
890 4405.09 691.94 0.12 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.09 
900 4405.08 691.93 -0.30 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.08 
910 4405.08 691.93 -0.29 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.08 
920 4405.08 691.93 -0.27 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.08 
930 4405.07 691.92 -0.25 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
940 4405.07 691.92 -0.22 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
950 4405.07 691.92 -0.19 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
960 4405.07 691.92 -0.16 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.07 
970 4405.06 691.92 -0.13 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.06 
980 4405.06 691.91 -0.09 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.06 
990 4405.06 691.91 -0.06 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.06 
1000 4405.06 691.91 -0.04 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 4405.06 
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